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2019 So Far
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January

April

July

October

February

May

August

November & December

March

June

September

Jan 3 | Chinese Chang’e-4 
spacecraft becomes the first ever 
to touch down on the far side of 
the Moon.

Jan 15 | Plastic will outweigh fish 
in the world’s oceans by 2050 
according to a report by the World 
Economic Forum.

Apr 2 | Canada is warming at 
twice the speed of the rest of 
the world, according to a federal 
report, increasing 2.3% in northern 
Canada.

Apr 10 | First home delivery service 
by drone begins in Canberra, 
Australia by Wing, part of Google’s 
Alphabet company.

Jul 3 | US produces the most waste 
per head globally and recycles 
the least at 35% according to new 
research by Verisk Maplecroft, 
Germany recycles the most at 
68%.

Jul 28 | Meghan Duchess of Sussex, 
revealed as the first guest editor 
for UK Vogue in 103 years for its 
September 2019 issue.

Oct 2 | Australian women’s cricket 
wicketkeeper Alyssa Healy 
smashes T20I world record, 148 
not out off 61 balls against Sri 
Lanka in Sydney; her century from 
Australian record 46 balls.

Oct 7 | Nobel Prize for Medicine 
Physiology awarded to Peter 
Ratcliffe, William Kaelin and Gregg 
Semenza for discovering how cells 
sense oxygen.

Feb 2 | More than 40 mummies 
from 323-30 BC found at a 
burial site at Tuna el-Gebel 
archaeological site south of Cairo, 
Egypt.

Feb 6 | Honeybees are able to add,  
subtract and understand concept 
of zero according to research from 
RMIT University in Australia.

May 2 | Drone delivers a kidney for 
transplant surgery in Baltimore, 
Maryland, for the first time.

May 9 | French adventurer Jean-
Jacques Savin (72) successfully 
crosses the Atlantic Ocean in a 
barrel arriving in Martinique.

Aug 2 | Singer songwriter Ed 
Sheeran’s Divide tour becomes 
the most attended and highest 
grossing tour of all time overtaking 
U2 after 893 days on the road

Aug 2 | Seven-year-old boy 
operated on after 526 teeth found 
inside his mouth in Chennai, India.

What will occur before the year is through? 

Any ideas?

Mar 6 | LeBron James scores his 
32,293rd point in the 2nd quarter 
of a Lakers’ 115-99 loss to Denver 
in LA to pass Michael Jordan into 
4th place on the NBA all-time point 
scoring list

Mar 14 | California officially free of 
drought for the first time in more 
than 7 years (Dec 2011).

Jun 5 | Average person ingests 
50,000 pieces of microplastic 
a year and breathes in similar 
amount according to first-ever 
such study published in journal 
“Environmental Science and 
Technology”.

Sep 9 | Scientist reveal evidence of 
humans earliest milk consumption, 
6,000 years ago from the dental 
plaque of teeth of prehistoric 
farmers from Britain

Sep 11 | Water detected for first 
time on planet outside our solar 
system, on exoplanet K2-18b 110 
light-years away!.

WE HOPE 2020 BRINGS PEACE, SUCCESS 
AND PROSPERITY TO ALL

2019 So Far

FRONT COVER ARTWORK - SASKIA MEDD
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P�ncipal’s Repo�
Once again, with the year rapidly drawing to a close, 
we pause to take stock of what we have achieved 
in the past twelve months.  This year has seen the 
academic program overlaid with the usual hurly-burly 
of school events, but pleasingly, much of this has 
occurred in the new Julie Podbury-David Marshall 
building, which came into use for the first time this 
year.

I want to thank all the staff and students for the 
patience and forbearance they showed during the 
extended disruption caused by the lengthy building 
process. Whilst we can all, on an intellectual level, 
accept and understand that inconvenience needs to 
be tolerated to achieve renewal of buildings, it does 
not stop it from being any less annoying.

The new building is a wonderful addition to the school, 
which our community made a significant contribution 
of nearly one million dollars towards, via locally raised 
funds which were accumulated over previous years. 

The Department of Education and Training (DET) 
annually assesses what we have achieved, in the 
form of the yearly performance report.  I am pleased 
to say that the DET has once again assessed us as 
being a high performing school. Whilst we are not 
perfect, and are constantly working to improve the 
school, it is important to recognise and celebrate 
the fact that our community is served by a very 
good school which we should take pride, and have 
confidence in. 

High performance in any pursuit is, with few 
exceptions, the outcome of teamwork and 
collaboration.  The fact that we are a high 
performing school comes from the commitment 
and professionalism of our staff (both teaching and 
Education Support), the preparedness of students 
to push themselves to learn, and the support we 
receive from parents. I want to thank you all for your 
magnificent contribution this year.

I have written previously 
about our mission to serve 
our local community by 
producing future ready young 
people. It is instructive, and 
worth noting, that next year 
marks the first time that we 
will only accept students into 
year seven who reside in our 
zone, or who have siblings at 
the school.

That our enrolment range has progressively shrunk 
onto our zone over the past five years or so, whilst 
we have maintained student numbers, tells us that 
more people in our area regard Brighton Secondary 
College as being a school worthy of educating 
their children. In terms of our achievement this 
year, this fact signifies that a turning point has been 
reached. We now strive to maximise student learning 
outcomes for those families who place their faith in 
our school.

I also want to thank the members of College Council 
and the Parents and Friends Association (PFA) for 
their continued leadership, guidance, and support 
of the school. Our College Council President, Tania 
Madjaric-Grierson, has led the committee with tact, 
poise and drive to ensure the school is heading in 
the right direction, and meeting all its obligations in 
doing so. Thank you. PFA President Marcus Barber, 
has led his team to bring about many improvements 
to the school. Students and staff will have noticed 
new benches on the oval, technology equipment 
and many other items that make this school a better 
place to work and learn. Thank you.

We have about 125 employees at school. It is these 
people, the teachers, ES staff, middle managers 
such as Key Learning Area managers and student 
managers, who get the job done every year. 
Personally, and on behalf of parents and students, I 
thank you all for your hard work and dedication.

Finally, the school Leadership Team, comprising 
Assistant Principals Lee Angelidis, Pat Gargano 
and Kaye Sentry, along with Leading Teachers 
Gary Agg, Melissa Antoniuk, Zak Bahramis, Emma 
Holmes, Nathan Hutchins, Jen McBride, Bec M’Mahon 
and Janine Mowat, deserve all our thanks. Their 
commitment, dedication and drive have made the 
school a better place. My warm personal thanks go to 
all of them.

As I write this, our year 12 students are days away 
from their final exams. I wish them all the very best 
for those exams, and for the bright future I hope we 
have had some part in contributing to. To the class of 
2019, work hard, give respect to receive it, and show 
gratitude whenever the opportunity presents itself to 
do so.

I wish all families, students, staff and friends of the 
school, a happy and healthy summer break.

Yours faithfully,

MR RICHARD MINACK | COLLEGE PRINCIPAL

P�ncipal’s Acquisition
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P�ncipal’s Repo�

I chose to look into laser cutting and different ways I could apply it to my theme of texture. The plan outlined 
a layered scene inspired by Joshua Abarbanel that featured a collection of layers that would then be stuck 
together to create a three-dimensional sculptural piece. The process involved sketching out my ideas for a 
scene first and after brainstorming a few options, I settled on a tropical flora inspired scene. After planning was 
complete, I created each of the elements individually on illustrator and sent them through to the laser cutter to 
be cut before they were returned. 

I expanded on the different colours featured and used highly concentrated watercolours to stain the wood. 
The watercolour brought out more of the texture in the wood and highlighted the gradients to create a more 
rustic look to the piece which was reflected in the burnt wood as well. 

The final result was an impressionistic take on a tropical jungle, complete with vines and large monstera leaves, 
with a rustic aesthetic and focal points in both hemispheres that lead the eye around the circle, before allowing 
closer inspection to the intricate parts layered in each group.

ERIN STIMSON | YEAR 12

P�ncipal’s Acquisition
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Co�ege CouncilSub-Sch�ls’  Repo�
We were incredibly excited to finally open the doors 
to our new Junior School wing and welcome both 
our Year 7 & 8 students into the new building. The 
much awaited learning spaces were soon filled with 
excited year 7 (and 8) students, who quickly settled 
into the new environment and acclimatised to the 
rhythm of secondary school. It is always astounding 
to see the capacity that young children have to adapt 
to the challenges they face, particularly when they 
take an active role in their own learning. The physical 
environment fosters the student’s ability to learn, 
however, it is their curiosity, optimism, resilience and 
resourcefulness that we need to harness to guide 
and support them through their secondary school 
learning journey and beyond.

The fear of the unknown can loom large for some 
students, no matter whether they are beginning their 
secondary school or on the verge of ending that 
chapter and stepping into the vastness that is life 
beyond school. As parents, and as educators, we want 
to encourage students to make the most of every 
opportunity, take responsibility for their learning and 
ultimately become successful, engaged and kind 
individuals. This not only takes determination and 
commitment, it requires our young people to be brave 
and to push themselves out of their comfort zone; 
to not be afraid of making mistakes and to accept 
that sometimes they won’t get things right the first 
time, but that true learning is demonstrated through 
perseverance and grit.

To see junior school debaters robustly take part in 
the inter-school debating and not only win several 
debates but also walk away with a number of ‘best 
speaker’ awards was wonderful. Numerous junior 
school students took part in the college’s production 
‘The fabulous Carnival March’ and fearlessly 
performed to an appreciative audience. Six of our 
year 9 leaders participated, alongside senior students 
from a number of public and independent schools, 
in a Global Goals Youth Forum; They explored and 
discussed global issues and proposed innovative 
ideas on how best to tackle these confronting 
world problems. I was extremely proud to see how 
our young, brave students conducted themselves 
and collaboratively worked with senior students 
to present two out of the winning, final three, ‘Big 
Idea’ solutions. All of these extra-curricular activities 
extended and challenged our young learners, 
providing invaluable opportunities for personal 
growth and achievement.

Congratulations, to all of our wonderful students 
who tried their best and experienced success in all 
aspects of college life. We encourage you to strive for 
personal excellence in all that you do and to never 
stop being ‘brave’.

MS LEE ANGELIDIS | ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL, JUNIOR 
SCHOOL

MS KAYE SENTRY | ASSISTANT PRINCIPAL, SENIOR 
SCHOOL
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Co�ege CouncilSub-Sch�ls’  Repo�
I am honoured once again to serve our community 
as College Council President in 2019 and together 
with my Council colleagues, continue our tradition of 
strong and purposeful governance.

Our Council is more than the governance body of our 
College; it is also the embodiment of our community, 
setting the tone of our identity as the Brighton 
Secondary College community both internally with 
each other and externally to the wider community.  
The relationships formed within the Council forum 
and everyone we connect with, expresses the values 
of our College community. The same is true for all 
of us who are part of and connected to, Brighton 
Secondary College.

College Council is a representation of our broader 
school community. We are individuals who share 
one common objective – an interest in creating and 
nurturing the best school environment for our young 
people. In coming together as a Council, members 
engage in respectful discourse which accepts and 
seek to understand other opinions in addition to their 
own. A successful community has at its foundation, 
partnerships which are based on this type of respect 
and trust. 

Who we are as a community is a critical factor in 
providing an inclusive and thriving environment 
where our children and our students can grow with 
confidence and with support of the community 
around them. Supporting our students and, at a 
governance level, ensuring all decisions are in the very 
best interests of our students, is foremost. However, 
we also need to support one another to enable us 
to thrive in our respective roles as parents, carers, 
teachers, staff, principals and friends. How we support 
one another also expresses and reflects the values of 
our College community.

Several months ago, we formally opened our newest 
of learning spaces, the Julie Podbury & David Marshall 
Building. The occasion was a significant reminder 
of the capability of a community working together 
to deliver for our students. We named our newest 
building after our former Principal and College 
Council President not just to honour their combined 
efforts several years ago, but as an enduring reminder 
of how our values as a community can achieve 
positive and lasting outcomes for our students. Let 
this building be our remembrance to always mindfully 
adopt behaviour which contributes to a respectful 
and trusting community for our students and for each 
other.

When we respect, trust and support each other, 
we set the tone and foundation for creating a 
positive environment that models and teaches our 
students behaviour to sustain them as resilient and 
compassionate people in communities beyond their 
school.

Our students are facing a complex world ahead and 
they will need to be leaders and show leadership in 
all aspects of life. Our task as a community is to do 
all we can to provide a learning environment which 
is supportive and respectful, encourages personal 
and academic growth and demonstrates a focus on 
solution-centric behaviour as the standard to take 
into the complex world beyond school.  

College Council is well aware of this and with students 
now also members of Council, we benefit from their 
contributions in ensuring our actions support the 
values of our College community.

As a community we are stronger and achieve more 
for each other when we stand together united.  

Wishing you all a peaceful and enjoyable holiday 
break.

TANIA MADJARIC GRIERSON | COLLEGE COUNCIL 
PRESIDENT
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Environment Team SRC
The environment team has done many things this year including an 
excursion to the movie 2040, hosting bake sales and organising a wildlife 
protection seminar for students. We continue to work towards our long 
term goals to improve our Brighton Secondary College environment.

To decrease the amount of paper waste in this school, we put recycling bins 
in the N building and the studio arts room. To help encourage our peers to 
act more responsibly toward the environment, year 7s from each class were 
appointed as environment monitors and encouraged to raise awareness to 
their class members. 

To educate our team and students at the school, the Environment Team 
organised a wildlife protection seminar where a member of AWARE 
came and spoke to us. Here we learnt the importance of protecting our 
local wildlife, and what to do if we see a native animal injured. Due to 
the expansion of our society, many animals are falling victim to habitat 
destruction and are forced to adapt to our urban world. As a result, many 
animals are being hit by vehicles and attacked by pets. To help combat this, we learnt that we should keep pet 
animals like dogs and cats inside during the night and to always stop and check on an animal if it was struck 
by a car, as it may still be alive. If you come across a native animal in distress, you can also bring it to your local 
vet, who will usually treat it free of charge or call a wildlife protection group. We really appreciate the work the 
AWARE group does, and hope that in future we can raise more awareness about protecting these precious 
native animals. 

Climate change is a one of the biggest issues facing our world today, and as global citizens, it is our job to do 
right by this earth, to preserve and protect it for our animals, fragile ecosystems and the future generations 
to come. As a result, it is becoming a big focus for our environment team. Several school strikes for climate 
were held in Melbourne and around the world this year and it was good to see Brighton Secondary being 
represented. To gain insight into the efforts being put to combat the issue of climate change, the environment 
team went on an excursion to see the Australian documentary ‘2040’. This film showed us how climate 

change is not just a fossil fuel issue, but is affected by 
agricultural industry, transport and our lifestyles. It 
will be exciting in the future to use the knowledge we 
gained from this experience to improve our school 
community. 

The Environment Team held two bake sales this year, in 
total raising $532 for the Climate Council. We would like 
to thank all those involved in the making and selling of 
these baked goods. 

We also wanted to improve the environment within 
our school community. We aim in future to continue 
to work with the school canteen to minimise waste 
and increase sustainability, for example using 
biodegradable packaging. The committee has also 

been collaborating with the Port Phillip Eco Centre to create plans for an edible garden that our Food Tech and 
the canteen can use. We will be working towards this project for 2020, and intend to start planting in April. We 
would also like to thank parents who have offered their help with planting.

The environment team would like to thank our members and all the help and time they have put in. Special 
thanks to our Environment Liaison, Ms Boyd, as nothing we have achieved this year could have been done 
without her.

SASKIA MEDD | ENVIRONMENT TEAM MEMBER
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Environment Team SRC
This year our SRC greatly expanded, to over 50 
members from years 7 to 12, which was absolutely 
awesome. 

In 2019, the SRC helped plan, organise and run 
important school events and fundraisers, including 
the World’s Greatest Shave, Grey Day and Blow Out 
Day. 

As a school we were able to come together to 
raise substantial funds to support Australians with 
leukaemia cancer, the RCD Foundation’s brain cancer 
research and the Brighton Bayside Men’s Shed. 

This year the SRC also supported the 40 Hour Famine 
event by promoting the Backpack Challenge to our 
school community. From this event we were able to 
raise $7,126 as a school for people around the world 
who have been forced to flee their homes. We would 
like to thank everyone who contributed to making 
these events so successful, by participating and 
donating to incredible worthy causes. 

Additionally, as a team, we chose to work towards 
achieving the goal of improving student teacher 
connectedness, collaboration and communication 
through a dodgeball competition – a beloved activity 
that could bring the whole school together.

In Term 3, the SRC organised and ran a six-week 
dodgeball competition that took place each 
Thursday at lunchtime in the gym. Beginning with the 
year 7s and 8s, each week a year level competed 
against the year level below them, and the following 
week they competed against  the year level above 
them. This event was incredibly successful, as each 
week between 80 and 100 students participated in 
the event. 

Term 4 we were again able to work towards achieving 
our goal by holding a successful multi-sports event, 
with year 7s vs year 8s and year 9s vs year 10s, on our 
final casual clothes day, which raised additional funds 
for the school.

Furthermore, throughout the year SRC President, 
Amy Miller, and Vice President, Darcy Vissenjoux, 
addressed whole school assemblies and several SRC 
members spoke at their year level assemblies about 
what the SRC had been working on during weekly 
meetings. Throughout the year we aimed for students 
to learn who their SRC representatives were and to 
speak with them in order to give SRC members a 
chance to make a difference and to represent their 
peer’s views and values.

Overall, the Student Representative Council this year 
has been productive, collaborative and fulfilling as 
our student team has been able to plan, organise and 
run various school events to both improve student 
morale, raise money for incredible causes and 
work towards achieving our 2019 goal of improving 
student teacher connectedness, collaboration and 
communication. The SRC has been very rewarding 
and worthwhile this year and we would highly 
encourage new applicants in 2020. 

AMY MILLER | STUDENT REPRESENTATIVE
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Library
With the opening of the 
new Junior School building, 
the library was no longer 
needed as a class room 
space so we finally got it 
back and it has been a 
wonderful year making it 
a bright and welcoming 
space for our readers and 
other library users. 

We purchased some new 
reading chairs that have been very popular, as well as 
some blankets to keep students warm in winter. Our 
puzzles have continued to be popular, as well as the 
regular card games and chess at lunchtime. 

On Tuesday the 18th of June we held our 13th annual 
Reader’s Cup event. Students in years 7 and 8 got 
into groups and read four novels over the course of 
a term and were then quizzed on their knowledge of 
the novels as well as coming up with a creative task 
based on Roald Dahl’s autobiography: ‘Boy: tales of 
childhood’. The creative round was wonderful and 
I don’t think I’ve laughed as much at any previous 
event. 

This year we decided to award Yr 7 and 8 students 
who have borrowed and read the most books in 
each Semester. In Semester One, JJ Cunningham 
of 7F received the Yr 7 award and Chia Kubota of 8F  
received the Yr 8 award.

We also held a Book Week poster competition, where 
we asked students to design a poster that promoted 
books and reading. 

One of the highlights of our year in the library, is 
attending the Melbourne Writer’s Festival with a 
group of enthusiastic readers and writers. It was 
an absolute delight to spend the day with these 
students, listening to authors and spending the day 
in the city. At the end of the day, I found myself having 
to drag them out of the MWF book store in the State 
Library – we would all have liked to stay longer! 

On the 2nd of September a group of Brighton 
Secondary students, from all year levels, attended 
the talks on ‘Aurora Rising’ and ‘What Is Love’ for the 
Melbourne Writers Festival. Accompanied by Ms. Hill 
and Ms. Boyd, we all had a great day in Melbourne 
Central walking around the city and listening to 
inspiring talks with authors.

Sandy Schluter, 7G
“A big thank you to Lyn I’Anson and Liz Hill for the 
wonderful work they have done in the library this 

year. We had Teacher Librarian, Judith Hawes, with 
us for Term 1 but she has been on an extensive and 
enviable trip around Europe for the rest of the year. 

Luckily, we will be welcoming her back in 2020.”

MS KAREN BOYD | TEACHER LIBRARIAN

Amie Kaufman gave an interview on her books and 
the process in which she wrote them. It was great to 
see many young faces as she talked about the highs 
and lows of her writing career. She explained how she 
creates her books and all the challenges that go with 
it. It was interesting to hear her say that she writes 
all her main plot points and cliffhangers on cards 
and lays them out on a table to get the story right. 

She also said that she enjoys writing with someone 
else for her books. She told us that she and another 
author assign each other different characters to 
focus on. They then work together to take turns in 
writing a chapter. 

In the talk ‘What is Love”, we joined Sean M Elliott and 
Jenna Guillaume as they gave a wonderful insight on 
the real meaning of Love, scientific and emotional, 
and told us all some very funny stories of their past 
high school sweethearts. 

All in all, it was a great educational day for all year 
levels, and I hope we can do it again next year! 

Sandy Schluter, 7G
“Wow, what an incredible day at the Melbourne 

Writers Festival in the city. It was amazing to get 
some insight on writing with Amie Kaufman and learn 

about her journey as an author.”  

English
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Library English
As we ready ourselves to say goodbye to the Class of 
2019, we reflect on another busy year in the English 
KLA.

Whilst the year started with forgotten books, missing 
keys, and amongst other things, the Year 7s settled 
into the College community quickly. They spent 
the year building upon their reading, writing, and 
speaking skills. ‘Literary Luminaries’ was a highlight as 
all students wowed their parents and peers with their 
knowledge of authors and characters.

Students in junior school were treated to 
performances and visits that opened their eyes to 
the writing process and how inspiration can be drawn 
from all areas of their life. This was highlighted further 
through the Year 8 ‘Romeo and Juliet’ performance 
that focused on who was responsible for the play’s 
outcome. Our junior students’ creative abilities have 
been showcased all year, with some even winning 
awards. Maybe we have some future authors on our 
hands!

Our senior students had the opportunity to attend 
performances of their texts of study throughout the 
year. These performances were designed to build 
upon the students’ knowledge and understanding 
of their texts in preparation for the all-important 
assessment. Very few students will forget the 
performance of ‘Photograph 51’ with an energetic and 
erratic Wilkins. Our Year 12 Literature students gained 
a new and interesting perspective through the stage 
performance of ‘A Room of One’s Own.’

Thank you to the Library staff, Karen Boyd, and Judith 
Hawes for planning activities and programs that 
engage students and, increase their love of reading 
and literature.

Thank you to Carolyn Dunn for leading our Junior and 
Senior debating teams to many successes this year. 
Her passion and guidance were integral.

The faculty is also bidding farewell to staff who 
are retiring or moving on to other schools in 2020. 
Wherever your endeavours take you, we wish you 
success and happiness. The staff and students thank 
you for your ongoing contributions, support, and 
passion for teaching – it will be missed!

Class of 2019, the time has come. The school won’t be 
the same without you. Do yourselves proud!

MS MELISSA ANTONIUK | LEADING TEACHER – 
ENGLISH/HUMANITIES
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MathematicsScience
What an exciting year it has been in Science!

Science week this year celebrated the 50th  
anniversary of the moon landing with the theme 
“Destination Moon: more missions, more science.” 
Science teachers were so excited for this special 
week this year that we were jumping from orbit to 
orbit and emitting different wavelengths of light! 
Honestly though, we do get excited and work hard 
to plan and provide fun science related activities 
for students to participate in. This year, our cake 
baking was space themed and we had extraordinary 
submissions! This event is always well-attended by 
staff and students…I wonder why?

We also showed the movie “First Man”, ran a poster 
competition for our Year 7 students, had a Kahootz 
session, ice-cream making and bottle-rocket 
competition! Students won prizes, enjoyed the 
scientific process of making food and ate happily! 
Thanks to the following teachers for their time and 
effort: Mr. Tho, Mr. Dekretser, Mrs. Dreschler, Ms. Levit, 
Ms. Fina, Mr. Ivory, Ms. Beherendt, Ms Manor, Mr Naef 
and Ms Standish. 

Alice W Year 8 - The cell as a city
“The organelles in a cell are like components that 
make up a city. Therefore, the cell is like a city and 

all the different organelles are the components that 
make up the city. The Nucleus is like the control 

centre of the city or the cell. The Rough Endoplasmic 
Reticulum is the transport system for substances like 
the road or highway. The Golgi body is like a factory 

it stores substances and they are packaged and 
modified. The Mitochondria is like an AGL so it stores 
the energy and gives it out across the city or cell. The 
Ribosomes are like a protein shop and store and give 
out the protein to the city or cell. The Lysosomes are 

like a tip so things get broken down there. “

MS PAULA BRANCHE  | HEAD OF SCIENCE

Information night was also a big success with 
students representing the Science Department 
at an exceptional level! Students took the lead to 
demonstrate and explain scientific concepts and 
answer parent questions about Science at BSC. They 
demonstrated activities and helped kids participate 
in activities such as making lolly DNA, changing the 
flame colour of the Bunsen burner using different 
ionic compounds and solving the digestive puzzles, to 
name a few!  

Academically, this year, students have been engaging 
in different experiments to develop their skills and 
explore how their world works. They have been 
synthesising information to solve problems, using 
literacy in Science to write creative pieces and using 
metaphors to illustrate scientific concepts, and they 
have been developing their critical and creative 
thinking skills through experimental design.

Well done to all staff and students who involved 
themselves in the many aspects of Science at BSC 
during 2019! Best wishes for the coming year!
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MathematicsScience
It has been another exciting year in Mathematics at Brighton 
Secondary College! At Year 7, our students have been 
introduced to a differentiated Mathematics curriculum, 
supplemented by active learning through rich lesson activities 
and project work. Through this differentiated program our 
Year 7 students have demonstrated, on average, over a year 
and a half worth of growth in their skills development this year. 
They also took part in The Maths Show, a visiting presentation 
full of mathematical history, puzzles, magic and fun. During the 
show, students encountered the amazing power of numbers 
to control the mind, predict the future, reveal secrets and 
much, much more.

At Year 8, our students completed class activities which have 
not only sought to extend their mathematical thinking but 
also to foster their team work and critical thinking skills. They 
designed a living space by applying their measurement and 
geometry skills, explored the concepts of chance and luck, 
investigated how statistical measures can affect an individual 
data point, and investigated patterns of a geometric and 
algebraic nature.

In the Discovery Centre, our Year 9 students continued to develop their mathematical knowledge through 
the differentiated curriculum and rich lesson activities. In commencement, students practiced budgeting 

and expenditure, realising there is a lot to consider when you’re 
responsible for your own money! Other tasks involved scaling 
different flags of the world, drawing a picture by creating and 
graphing equations, skipping and playing noughts-and-crosses for 
data collection and analysis, and using trigonometry to measure 
heights of buildings around the school. The end of Year 9 involved 
senior school preparations through an exam experience.

Students in Year 10 Foundation connected their learning about 
rates, motion and forces to the real world during a visit to the 
“Road to Zero” exhibit at the Melbourne Museum. All of our Year 
10-12 students have been 
working hard to build upon 
their conceptual knowledge 
and skills attained during the 
junior years, applying it in 
new and interesting contexts 
in a variety of Mathematics 
subjects. It will be exciting 
to see their hard work and 
efforts reflected in our VCE 
results at the end of the year!

MS HOLLY BENEDETTI  | HEAD OF MATHEMATICS

MS EMMA HOLMES | HEAD OF MATHEMATICS AND NUMERACY

MR ALEX NAEF | ASSISTANT HEAD OF MATHEMATICS
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Spo�s Repo�
This year Brighton participated in 28 different sports 
throughout the year. From swimming to cycling, 
baseball to badminton and lacrosse to lawn bowls. 
Students across all year levels were given the 
opportunity to get involved in as many sports as they 
could. 

Year 7 and 8 PASE was a huge hit as per usual. Over 
120 teams were entered in the Kingston Division 
competition over the four terms. It was great to see 
so many students trying different sports and being 
involved in things outside of their norm.

From Year 9 to 12 we entered 67 teams in the round 
robin days that occur in Term 1, 2 and 3. Those teams 
cannot be entered without the assistance of the staff 
who are willing to take the teams on for training and 
the day of competition. Thank you to the many staff 
that put their hands up this year.

Year 7 Girls Cricket that made it through to the SMR 
finals where they finished third. It was an awesome 
achievement for the girls and Mr Varney their coach. 

Year 7 Girls Softball were also an SMR finalist. Ms 
Gibson trained these girls well back in Term 1 and they 
were successful in their PASE time. I hope to see these 
girls continue with softball next year.

Junior Boys Netball were another SMR finalist. Miss 
Broughton-Cunningham had regular training sessions 
with the boys to work on their skills and they did 
themselves proud on the day, just missing out on the 
final.

Year 8 Girls Soccer made it through to the SMR 
finals this year after their State final win in 2018. 
Unfortunately, they weren’t as successful this year but 
the girls still trained and played as hard as they could 
which Mr Varney their coach, was very pleased to see.

Year 8 girls hockey made it through to the State 
finals. At the time of writing the State finals had not 
been played so hopefully, the girls did well! This same 
team made it through to the State finals last year as 
Year 7’s so it’s great to see that both Ms Gibson and 
themselves have continued their hard work on the 
hockey field.

Senior girls soccer team made it through to the 
State finals as well this year. With a team full of Year 11 
students, Mr Bahramis did an incredible job training 
and coaching them to this point. These girls have 
tasted State finals success before so I know they will 
be hungry for it next year.

Senior Boys Baseball were another State finalist 
this year. After coming second at the SMR finals the 
boys were lucky enough to be invited to play at the 
State finals and they jumped at the opportunity. They 
played their hearts out but just missed out on the 
final.

We started the year with our hugely successful House 
Swimming Carnival. With nearly 1000 people dressed 
in their best purple, green, yellow and red. The pool 
was filled with action. Throughout the day there were 
records broken, PB’s achieved and a lot of fun had 
with huge numbers of students getting in the water to 
show their house spirit. 

Following our house event 61 students qualified for 
the Kingston Swimming carnival, at which Brighton 
came home with a huge haul of gold medals as well 
as plenty of seconds and thirds. 21 students then went 
onto represent Brighton at the Southern Metropolitan 
Region Finals with Madison Mavridis earning a place 
at the State Finals. 

House Events
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Spo�s Repo�

Our staff vs year 12 student matches were a big hit 
once again. These games give the year 12 students 
a chance to showcase their talents against those of 
the staff that they have built relationships with over 
the course of their schooling. The games are always 
played in great spirit with a real stadium atmosphere..

Volleyball kicked us off with the score finishing in a 
draw which was slightly anticlimactic for everyone. 

Staff 0 – Students 0 

Netball was next and the staff once again showed 
their dominance in a very exciting game. The 
students did their best to put the staff off, both on and 
off the field, but they did not succeed.

Staff 1 – Students 0

Basketball’s turn. The students are always strong in 
Basketball and they continued that trend this year. 
They dominated the game and displayed their skills in 
the finest of ways.

Staff 1 – Students 1

Hockey was the last sport this year. The staff were 
down on numbers so the students gave us a couple 
of players, but still left us short. That was OK though 
as our talent outdid their speed and the staff ended 
up taking the game 1-0.

Staff 2 – Students 1

Thank you to all the staff and students that were 
involved in the games. They are a well-loved part of 
Brighton life and are thoroughly enjoyed by everyone 
who gets involved.

Staff vs Students

House Athletics was the next big event on the 
sporting calendar. This day continues to grow every 
year with our attendance numbers breaking the 1000 
mark for the second year running. Students were 
running, jumping and throwing as fast, as hard and as 
far and high as they could with the total points tally 
showing a huge level of participation right across the 
school. The year 7’s continued to be the most active 
throughout the day but the seniors are fighting back 
with an excellent representation starting to swing 
in their favour. The day finished with another Grant 
victory, followed by Lonsdale, Murray and Phillip.

Kingston Athletics was next up with just over 100 
students representing Brighton on the day. It was 
another successful Kingston carnival with 17 students 
from a range of events qualifying for the SMR finals. 
Come the SMR finals we had runners, jumpers and 
throwers all doing their best for their school. Isabella 
Hollins, Annie Lang and Amy McKinley all qualified for 
the State finals which is a huge achievement, so well 
done girls. Isabella finished with a 3rd in the 12-13 girls 
hurdles at the State finals which I know she is very 
proud of, as are we. 

Cross country is the third of the sporting house 
events that we hold each year. This year there was a 
large number of senior competitors which was great 
to see. After the numerous days of different aged 
races the results were in and Murray took out the 
title. Grant came second, Phillip third and Lonsdale in 
fourth. 

Kingston Cross Country saw 110 students represent 
Brighton at Karkarook Park. The students all did an 
excellent job competing in their 3km and 5km events 
with 23 students running their way to the next level. 

The SMR Cross Country event was held at Cruden 
Farm in Langwarrin which gave those running a 
picturesque view as well as a muddy and hilly track 
to race on. Our senior girls team finished second and 
four individuals, Amy Miller, Charlotte Adlington, Annie 
Lang and Sydney James, all qualified for the State 
finals. 

Congratulations to all the students who participated 
in these events You should be extremely proud of 
yourselves! We certainly are!

MS ALISIA SIMMONS | DIRECTOR OF SPORT
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AdvanceOutd�r Education
In 2019 the college offered two Outdoor Education 
subjects. Year 10 Outdoor Education and Year 12 
Outdoor and Environmental Studies. Both subjects 
have a strong curriculum focus based around the 
VCE study design of units 1 to 4. Throughout the 
year, students were able to make direct links from 
the topics they studied to outdoor environments. 
They were given multiple opportunities to find links 
to these environments by participating in practical 
experiences including camps, area evaluations, 
day trips and even simply evaluating the school 
environment. 

In the year 10 course, the student camp focused on 
Technology in the outdoors. Students had the chance 
to complete two different aspects of camp; a high 
technology part, where they went white water rafting, 
slept in tents and cooked on BBQ’s and a traditional 
camping part where they had to build their own 
shelter and use only old tools to create and cook 
dinner. 

In the Year 12 course students studied a range of 
topics throughout the year. They completed two 
camps. One to the Otways in March which focused 
on humans relationships with the outdoors and 
one to Mt Baw Baw in the winter with a focus on 
sustainability. 

Overall it has been a very successful year for all 
students involved.  With lots of lifelong learning and 
fun along the way. 

MR ZAK BAHRAMIS | LEADING TEACHER 
STUDENT LEADERSHIP & CONNECTEDNESS
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AdvanceOutd�r Education
The subject, Advance, incorporating Outdoor 
Education showcases a wide range of experiences 
for each individual that you wouldn’t always be able 
to participate in, in a normal classroom environment.

The year started off with motivations, both intrinsic 
and extrinsic, which discussed why you may be 
motivated to partake in a physical activity. 

Following this, we began exploring technology and 
its progression with time. This led us into the first 
camp with Rubicon, where we spent one night in a 
contemporary environment and we white-water 
rafted using new technology. On the second night 
we discovered what it was like to live in a traditional 
camping scenario. This involved us creating our own 
shelters for the night, as well as cooking meals on a 
camp fire. 

During 3 different sessions with Remedy First Aid, we 
were quizzed with practical situations and theory 
questions, which expanded our knowledge to help 
and provide CPR and First Aid. 

Next in our year, we studied Environments and how 
to have minimal impact. Some of the Australian 
environments we looked at were; Forest, Urban, 
Desert, Tundra, Wetlands, Alpine and Marine. 

Scope was a very big part of our course as we spent 3 
sessions learning with Tarli and completing the Young 
Ambassadors Program. This allowed us to go to a 
Balloon Football League final and be there for help 
and support, which immersed us in an eye-opening 
experience. 

Our second camp was based on risk taking. We 
travelled to Rubicon’s Nayook Campus, where we 
engaged in an activity involving abseiling down 
into a cave risking ourselves and trusting others. 
The activity let us explore being in an unknown 
environment and the perceived, absolute and actual 
risks that came with this. On our last day, as part 
of our community service we helped around the 
campus to say thanks to Rubicon. 

Overall Advance incorporating Outdoor Education 
has been a great subject and we all highly 
recommend it.

CHANELLE HAMILTON, NATASHA MORRIS, CASS 
JENSEN-MUIR AND THE ADVANCE CLASS OF 2019
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JONI DERIBOKLOU | 8D SALLY KIM | VCE

LIAH WILLIS | VCE
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BRIDGET BAUMANIS | 8D

JACK HAGGARTY | VCEMOLLY BAKER
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DramaMusic
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DramaMusic
There is a lot of established research about the positive influences from drama, theatre and the performing 
arts, especially on young people. The benefits are physical, emotional, social, and they help to develop a 
healthy appreciation of culture and the arts. Self confidence, communication, empathy, concentration and 
imagination are some of the qualities which benefit young people when they are involved in Drama.

This year BSC was represented very well at the State 
School Spectacular with three year 8 boys, Finn 
Robertson, Marco Giampa and Hendrix Haig. Finn 
and Marco have done the lighting for the school 
production at Gasworks and now have been involved 
in lighting at the Melbourne Arena involving 3,000 
school students from Victorian State Schools. 

Congratulations also to this year’s Betty Amsden 
Scholarship winner Jessie Tranter who spent a week 
of her holidays with 18 other students from schools 
around Victoria at the MTC doing workshops that 
culminated in a wonderful performance at the Lawler 
Studio in Southbank.

This year in Drama the international students and 
local students were involved in a workshop learning 
how to make marionette puppets . Three puppets 
were made and used in the school production. 
Because of the interest and enthusiasm shown by 
the students we are going to run a puppetry club at 
lunchtime.

The Drama club have been honing their 
improvisation skills and are now confident to perform 
for students in the amphitheatre once a fortnight.

Year 9 students have been working on an ensemble 
performance. Their themes are self esteem and 
mental health. They will attend a one day workshop 
with Year 9 students from Bayside which will 
culminate in a joint performance for their year 7’s.

An enormous thankyou to the PFA for allowing the 
Drama Department to invest in a variety of new 
costumes and props and some fantastic black 

stand alone curtaining. All of these exciting new 
acquisitions are being used in Drama, Media and 

some English classes. 

MS MARYANNE MARRON | MANAGER ARTS FACULTY
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Production
Brighton Secondary College’s school productions are a unique exercise in collaboration and creativity, and the 
environment the cohort have created this year is one we’ve been lucky to be a part of. 

Over the last 8 months we have worked closely with student Chris Agathagelidis and the cast and crew of 
the show, in an unfamiliar genre, to be part of a great and positive learning curve. The process this year used 
improvisation and discussion as its main focus, to enabl the development of Chris’ concept, which has given 
the cast more ownership over their show. The level of support, maturity, intelligence and humour displayed by 
these students is frankly baffling and alienating; they are suspiciously talented and we hope they will employ us 
when they’re running the world. 

Working with each other, as well as Maryanne Marron, continues to be a valuable education in leadership, 
empathy and effectively producing a large scale horror carnival play run almost entirely by teenagers. The 
support and care towards each other has made this show both possible and great fun. 

Witnessing Chris’ show develop alongside his skills as a writer, director and leader has been such a joy, and 
we’re continuously heartened that opportunities for young creatives are made available at Brighton, and 
that their inventiveness is encouraged. It’s incredible to see how an experience, like a school production, can 
allow change and growth in students they never knew was possible, and give them a sense of belonging and 
connectedness in a world that can be sometimes unforgiving. 

MS NYSSA BRADSWORTH
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Production
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Chorals Media
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Chorals Media
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A� Tech
The Arts is a way of connecting us to 
ourselves and each other. A way to 
know and understand our world.

What an honour and inspiration 
to celebrate our Arts’ week with 
a smoking ceremony performed 
by a Boonwarrung man from the 
indigenous custodians of the land the 
school is on. 

David Tournier explained the meaning 
of this traditional cleansing ceremony 
and invited us to participate as he 
burned wet eucalyptus leaves and 
reminded us how ancient this custom 
was. 

This was followed by some 
magnificent didgeridoo playing by 
Sean Ryan as we all gathered in the 
gym for assembly and Janet Galpin, a 
Boonwarrung woman did a welcome 
to country.

 It was a celebration of the oldest living 
culture in the world.

Arts’ Week

MS MARYANNE MARRON | MANAGER 
ARTS FACULTY
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A� Tech The traditional fields of ICT, food technology, 
woodwork and textiles continue to thrive where 
students are producing work of a very high quality. 

However, the technology faculty has had a 
Renaissance with the introduction of STE(A)M into the 
curriculum. We have embraced the rich possibilities 
that STE(A)M offers and the philosophy of problem 
solving as a way of extending the learning of our 
students. 

This year through the kind and generous donation 
of the PFA, we have been able to purchase a new 3D 
printer, vacuum former and a large format laser cutter. 
This places us in the enviable position of being able 
to offer a challenging and rewarding year 8, 9 and 10 
technology course. 

The faculty has worked hard in developing the year 
8 technology course and the year 10 STE(A)M drone 
making course. Both these courses follow the STE(A)M 
philosophy.

In 2020 we will be offering Year 8 SEAL STEM and we 
look forward to seeing the results as students become 
more familiar with the equipment on offer.

I would like to thank the members of the ICT/
Technology faculty for their contribution and hard 
work in 2019.

ICT/Technology

JACK HAGGARTY | YEAR 12

JULIAN STIBBARD | YEAR 12

ERIN STIMSON | YEAR 12

MR NICK KARAILIS | ICT/TECHNOLOGY COORDINATOR
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Vive Le Français! Nihongo Ga Suki
Une année pleine de couleur, créativité et confiance

Another wonderful year in the Brighton Secondary 
College French Department. This year’s focus was all 
about creativity, confidence and colour. And that’s 
exactly what the students delivered. It’s hard to 
believe that another year has passed. Perhaps there 
is a lot more truth in the popular saying, that when 
you are having fun, time truly does fly.

Our students enjoyed making their own resources 
throughout the year and took pride in the work 
that they produced. With a mixture of technology 
and good old-fashioned paper and pencils, French 
students learned that when they create their own 
resources, it helps with their learning. At the same 
time, they learned the importance of working 
together and helping each other.

The morning conversation classes slowly became 
part of their daily routine, in particular for the seniors. 
These lessons helped immensely to prepare them 
for their SACs and the final oral exam in Box Hill. For 
students who found that starting lessons at 8 am 
was a little too early, it was great to see them in the 
afternoon, where the power of biscuits and sugar, 
perhaps had a lot to do with it.

I would like to thank our team of teachers for their 
wonderful ideas throughout the year and our 
students, who clearly enjoy coming to our lessons 
and although French is difficult at times, our students 
at Brighton, never give up and enjoy the challenge of 
learning a foreign language.

Here are some lovely comments written by our 
students and what they think about French, as well as 
some very special photos of all their hard work this 
year.

“we love french because we have the best teacher.”

“we love french because it’s very interactive and fun!”

“we love french because we are learning a new 
vocabulary to help in real life situations.”

MS ANGELICA SCHROFFEL
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Vive Le Français! Nihongo Ga Suki
The year has gone quickly and students have done 
so much in Japanese! The amazing taiko experience 
in the photos was at the end of last year but was too 
late for last year’s Voyager. Students in Years 7-9 
competed for spots in the workshop and enjoyed 
learning to play taiko drums.

The Year 7s learnt many new things such as talking 
about themselves, their families and their pets. They 
performed role plays, completed workbook tasks and 
used online tools such as Language Perfect, Kana 
Quiz and Quizlet to hone their skills.

They even created a song that incorporated all the 
different animal words in it – we enjoyed watching 
them perform some great raps and songs! The Year 
8s and 9s also worked on many different tasks as 
they advanced in their language skills, including a 
diary entry and a promotional video about the school, 
spoken entirely in Japanese. 

In the senior years, students demonstrated a lot of 
motivation as they started connecting more and more 
of what they are learning to get an idea of the bigger 
picture of language learning. It goes without saying 
that they still had a lot of fun along the way. There 
were Kanji games on whiteboards and funny and 
educational videos about Japanese culture to help 
broaden their understanding.

The Year 12 class had weekly conversation sessions, a 
diary exchange and each student also had to become 
the teacher, teaching grammar to the rest of the 
class. One of the highlights was the sushi making class 
where they rolled nori and rice to culinary perfection!

We were lucky to have a number of native-speaking 
assistants throughout the year, and some of our 
international students from Japan also helped in the 
weekly speaking sessions to help the Year 12s get 
ready for their oral exam. 

Overall, students have had a great year with their 
Japanese studies and we are looking forward to the 
years to come!

みなさん、がんばりましょう

MS ANGELIKA MELCHES | KLA MANAGER – 
LANGUAGES
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International Awards International Program
Andia Latifi Meybodi, Ian Lam and Jenny Tang/Sam 
Liu were among this year’s Victorian International 
Student Award Winners, recognised at a formal event 
at Federation Square in May 2018.

The awards recognise the efforts and achievements 
of high achieving International Students from across 
the State of Victoria. Mr Agg and Ms Luong were both 
present at the ceremony to celebrate the successes 
of our school nominees.

Andia was the recipient of the Year 12 Global 
Citizenship Award, following on with her success in the 
same award from the previous year. To qualify for the 
award, Andia has been actively involved in a range of 
activities both during school time and on weekends. 
These include the Arts Committee, Debating Team, 
International Week Announcements, the School Film 
Production and supporting the Brotherhood of St. 
Laurence organisation. Andia has also achieved high 
academic results.

Ian was the recipient of the Year 12 Community 
Engagement Award in recognition of his commitment 
to school leadership, acting as the International 
Liaison, welcoming and supporting new students 
on their arrival and during their orientation, as well 
as contributing to the environmental team and the 
school’s K-pop group. Ian was also a key organiser 
of the annual International Week and produced an 
outstanding farewell video for his Year 12 classmates.

This year we were also successful with our 
nomination of Jenny Tang and Sam Liu as ‘Homestay 
of the Year’. Jenny and Sam have been home-staying 
our overseas students for the past 16 years. Most of 
these students have remained in contact with Jenny, 
Sam and their family, sharing news of their graduation 
from University, employment moves, marriages and 
establishing their own families. We are very fortunate 
to have the support, not only of Jenny and Sam, 
but of the many families who welcome one of our 
overseas students into their homes.

My congratulations go to Andia, Ian, Jenny and Sam 
on their outstanding achievements and support of 
our school.

MR GARY AGG | MANAGER OF INTERNATIONAL

STUDENT PROGRAM
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International Awards International Program
We are so glad to have been chosen as International 
Captains for 2019. This has given us a great 
opportunity to experience a leadership journey 
at BSC this year. It was our responsibility to build 
relationship between all students as well as support 
the international students to feel a part of our 
community, creating a harmonious student body 
made up of different cultures in our school. Everyone 
is welcome in our school and it was our focus to 
ensure that this was the case for all new students 
as well. Being International Captains was also a 
great opportunity to work with the other student 
leaders in our school to help build friendships, greater 
understanding and a network of support.

During first term, with the help of Ms. Bradsworth, 
we lead the International Students’ Chorals Choir, 
successfully performing the song “Hey Jude” of The 
Beatles with the biggest student choir ever, which 
was also Duke’s first time being a conductor of a 
choir. We only practiced for a short period of time but 
the result was phenomenal and it received multiple 
compliments.

As a tradition, International week is held every year 
as a chance to bring students together, to learn from 
each other and to let us understand each other by 
experiencing multi-cultural activities. This year the 
theme was “Keep your Promise” - promise to work 
hard, promise to protect the environment, promise to 
love your friends, your family and especially yourself. 
During the week, each day represented certain 
continents and our amazing canteen provided meals 
and snacks from different countries. With help from 
the International Committee, we organised lots of 
interesting activities such as speed dating, name 
booth, AFL kick, and the one that had the most 
participants was chopstick challenge. This was also a 
chance for us to learn from each other. 

The International Committee have made it a tradition 
to support the Asylum Seeker Resource Centre 
(ASRC) through either a ‘Food Drive’ or a ‘Christmas 
Gift’ promotion. This year during International Week, 
our colleague and Year 12 committee member, Khoa 
Vu organised and promoted a ‘Winter Food Drive’ to 
help the many people in Melbourne seeking support 
through this organisation. The Food Drive started off 
slowly at the beginning of the week and built to our 
biggest collection so far, by the end of the week. The 
food was delivered to the ASRC in Footscray and it 
was warmly received. The students were given an 
exclusive tour of the centre, the foodbank, met with 
volunteers and counsellors and developed a greater 
understanding of the services provided by the centre 
and the food, shelter, counselling and educational 
needs of those being supported. It was a great 
response from the school community. We must say 
a big thank you to everyone that contributed to this 
initiative and especially to Khoa Vu.

Being International Captains is not just about earning 
the title, it is about putting ourselves out of our 
comfort zone, taking on new challenges and enjoying 
new experiences. It is about making the most of every 
opportunity and encouraging others to do the same.

Our job would be more difficult without the help 
from the coordinators, especially Ms. Luong, Ms. A 
and Mr. Agg whom we want to thank very much for 
their assistance and advice. Thank you for all of 
the participation of all students involved including 
the language centre and the International Student 
Committee and of course, thank you to our dedicated 
teachers. 

We would encourage and highly recommend our 
year 11 students to get involved in 2020, by applying 
for leadership roles, the International Committee, the 
International Choir or by just supporting our events 
during International Week.

Travel on a leadership 
journey and make a 
difference to our school, 
just as we hope that we 
have in 2019.

Good bye everyone, good 
luck in the future and 
remember to ‘make a 
promise to be the best that 
you can be’.

DUC NGUYEN (DUKE) AND GIANG NGUYEN (JOANNA) | INTERNATIONAL CAPTAINS
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Wo�d Cha�engeWo�d’s Greatest Shave
During Term 1, Brighton Secondary College held a World’s Greatest Shave 
event. This year, we had 18 students and teachers sign-up to participate 
by shaving or cutting their hair to raise money for the Leukaemia 
Foundation, including three girls who had their long hair cut off so that 
their hair could be donated to make wigs for patients undergoing 
treatment.

Together, these students and teachers personally raised over $5,500. 
And with the 
further generous 
donations by 
students, staff, 

and parents, the school raised an extra $2,500, 
bringing the total raised to over $8,000, making the 
event a huge success.

The money raised went to helping the Leukaemia 
Foundation continue its important work in providing 
practical and emotional support to people and 
families facing the challenge of blood cancer, as well 
as investing in vital research to find better treatments 
and a cure!

Brighton Secondary 
College Community 

raised $8000!!

MR CHRIS PACHER | SCIENCE DEPARTMENT
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Wo�d Cha�enge
India and Nepal
In November last year I got to go on a trip of a lifetime 
to India and Nepal with World Challenge. I highly 
recommend this experience to everyone! Immersing 
myself in the culture, the scenery and the food was 
breath taking. One of my favourite parts of the trip 
was the community project in India. During that 
week we got to carry out maintenance, repairs and 
improvement at an after-school care in Udaipur. We 
got to play the games we had painted with all the 
enthusiastic kids during the fun filled week. 

The Taj Mahal was unlike anything that I could’ve 
imagined. I had always seen pictures of this amazing 
wonder of the world, but it was so different seeing it 
through my own eyes. It was magical and as the sun 
rose, it just hit all the stone so perfectly. It was a day 
I knew I would never forget! My favourite part of the 
trek In Nepal was the views, they were breath taking.

The photos of Annapurna Base camp from my group 
in the snow, brought a massive smile to my face. 
For our school, we had to organise transportation, 
accommodation and keep track of our budget. I was 
in charge of budgeting which was a stressful, yet a 
fun job. As I am very organised I believed I thrived 
doing this role. I had to budget every meal, activity 
and transport. I then had to communicate it back 
to my group. I think the amount of responsibility 
that students were in charge of really increased 
everyone’s independence and made the group 
stronger. 

From the start of the trip to the end, our group 
became like a loving family. I have made lifelong 
friendships with people I may have not talked to 
before this trip. We all still have monthly catch ups 
to reminisce over our amazing experience that we 
shared together. The memories that I made on this 
trip will be some that I never want to forget. Thank you 
to Mr Chan, Amber and our quirky and enthusiastic 
group leader Alyssa, for such an amazing trip!

GABBI NICHOLL | YEAR 11

Wo�d’s Greatest Shave
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Tokoname Visit
On the 13th of September, 13 very excited students 
and Mr Minack and Ms Melches said goodbye to their 
families to go on an amazing journey to the land of 
the rising sun. We spent one week travelling, spending 
time in Tokyo, Kyoto, Hiroshima and Nara. We then 
spent a week in Aichi Prefecture, doing homestay and 
attending our sister school - Tokoname High School.

After our long overnight flight, the first week was 
spent doing many tourist activities, from visiting 
the Golden Temple in Kyoto to the modern Shibuya 
crossing - every sight was incredible. One area that 
we all especially liked was the variety and freshness 
of Japanese cuisine. Even the convenience store food 
that we hurriedly grabbed in the mornings was like 
nothing we had ever tried before.

We all loved the bright lights and “busyness” of 
Tokyo. Whilst we were there, we visited Akihabara 
(the so-called technology capital of Japan), Meiji 
Shrine, Harajuku, Shibuya, Shinjuku and Disneyland. In 
Harajuku, the bustling, narrow street full of tourists was 
an experience in itself, especially when we walked past 
a 7/11 three times (which took forever to do), only to 
decide to go in after all.
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Tokoname Visit

In Kyoto, we visited the Fushimi Inari temple, most 
famous for its many bright orange torii gates. A small 
group of students took the time to count every torii 
gate they could (2964). From Kyoto, we also went 
on two day trips, one to Nara and one to Hiroshima. 
In Nara, we saw a plethora of deer strolling around 
freely among the tourists, eating their food, maps 
and anything else they could reach. In Japan, deer 
are considered messengers of the gods, so they 
are treated as holy animals. We then saw the Big 
Buddha which is made out of bronze and stands at 
a whopping 15 metres. After that, we all had a share 
dinner, where all the food is shared around - which is 
very typical in Japan.

The homestay experience is a part of the Japan 
Tour that we are sure none of us will forget any time 
soon. It was so interesting to spend a week living 
like a Japanese student. The host families opened 
their arms to us and made each and every one of 
us feel welcome and at home. All of the students at 
Tokoname High School were very happy and excited 
to meet and speak with us. It was interesting to see 
how the teaching methods in both countries are 
similar yet different. We got to participate in a variety 
of activities such as attending classes, going to the 
Toyota Automobile Museum in Nagoya, meeting the 
mayor of Tokoname and cleaning the school! 

All in all, the Japan Tour was an amazing trip with a lot 
of experiences we will never forget!

JAPAN TOUR STUDENTS
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Car�rs & Pathways
In July, all our Year 10 Mainstream students went 
on Career Experience. Students chose to work in 
organisations such as:

• ABC Television

• Melbourne Museum

• Royal Women’s Hospital

• Monash Health

• Melbourne Health

• Law Courts Victoria

• Champion Data (Sport Data & Broadcast)

• Architectural Firms

• The Hotel Sofitel 

• Veterinary clinics, and 

• Landscape Design companies

The feedback from visiting teachers and employers 
was extremely positive and I congratulate all the year 
10 students on their excellent performance in the 
workplace.  

Employers were asked to complete a competency- 
based Student Evaluation form. The assessment 
indicated that overall our students presented well, 
were very compliant, were able to work well with 
other staff members, had good communication and 
interpersonal skills and most importantly showed 
great initiative.  

George McIntosh | Year 10
“I had an incredible experience with amazing people 
and learned a lot including undertaking a technology 

course and  receiving  a completion certificate 
normally received by industry professionals.  I 
attended a meeting at Google as well as other 

interesting business meetings and user groups.”

All Year 9 students participated in 2 major workshops 
relating to Careers & Pathways.

The “WHO AM I?” session focussed on their personal 
attributes and how these impact on their education, 
future choices on subject selection and post- 
secondary courses, and finally on work roles and 
employment.

The “ENTERING THE WORLD OF WORK “workshop 
was divided in two sections. In the first section of this 
workshop students were provided with information 
about the compulsory Year 10 Career Experience 
Program. What it means to go on Career Experience: 
the advantages of participating in the program; how 
to go about seeking a placement; the completion and 
submission of three legal documents prior to going 
on Career Experience.

The second section of the workshop had a guest 
speaker from Woolworths, Stewart Griffin (Store 
Manager & Recruiter) who spoke about 21st Century 
Interviewing Process – The Bulk Interview.  Students 
participated in a mock bulk interview, where they 
were split into groups of 8 and were required to 
complete 3 activities. Each group was assigned 
with an observer who gave feedback on the most 
outstanding participants. 

The first activity related to marketing themselves. 
Students had 40 seconds to prepare a personal 
profile for the recruiter.

The second activity had students working in pairs. 
They were given an item which required them to 
create a slogan to sell the product. The time limit on 
this activity was four minutes.

The last activity had students working in teams. 
Students were asked to build the tallest tower out of a 
deck of cards in under 4 minutes.

Stewart Griffin explained the relevance and 
importance of this activity and how observers would 
be selecting the participants to go to the next stage 
of interview process.

The year 9 students enjoyed the “Entering the World 
of Work session”, gaining great insight into the 
selection process through Bulk Interviews.

Teens on the Job Year 9 Discovery Careers Program

MS ANTONIA DIMITROPOULOS | MANAGER – 
CAREERS AND PATHWAYS

Bu�ying NO WAY!
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Car�rs & Pathways Bu�ying NO WAY!
At Brighton Secondary College we aim to create a safe and supportive school community for everyone. As an 
official registered NDA (National Day of Action) school, we took part in the National Day Against Bullying and 
Violence on Friday 16th March, where we had discussions with students, teachers and peers on bullying and 
how to seek help.

Nadine | Year 7
“On Bullying Awareness Day I enjoyed seeing the 

students and teachers getting involved and wearing 
wrist bands/ tee-shirt, and the short film we watched 

in transition was very informative and made us 
students more aware of what actually happens 

when you’re a bystander. I definitely think bullying 
awareness day should continue for years to come.”

Molly | Year 9
“Bullying. No Way! day is changing the world as we know it. It’s a day where as a community, we address 

bullying and violence and acknowledge how we can help push change. ‘Bullying prevention is everyone’s 
responsibly.’ I hope BSC continues to celebrate Bullying. No Way! and its goals, as it really is a remarkable day 
of action to empower and unite school communities. Without bullying awareness, we can’t encourage change 

in those who need to change.”

Gracie | Year 7
“I liked how all the teachers and students got involved 

in this day, by wearing tee-shirts or wristbands. I 
think this day had a good effect on the students as 

everyone took all the information in and are choosing 
to help each other out when looking upset or down, 

instead of ignoring them.  I think this day was a great 
day to learn and celebrate about and I hope we do 

more of these days next year.”
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We�being
The wellbeing team, comprising Karen Gibson, Kylie 
Mayers, Jess Giffin, Tania Vairamuttu, Peter Mangold 
and Miranda Marron (First Aid), has continued to 
play a key role in ensuring that students develop the 
strength and capability to achieve their potential in 
their learning.

The wellbeing team is involved in supporting 
students individually through particular challenges, 
encouraging a supportive and caring school 
community through training student wellbeing 
leaders and organising or implementing wellbeing 
programs at different levels of the school community.

Some of the wellbeing presentations to parents over 
the course of the year have included the Insight 
program (Year 7), GameAware with Andrew Kinch and 
an alcohol awareness program with Lauren Zelunka 
from Taskforce.

Student programs have included START (Year 7), 
Respect, Protect, Connect (Year 8), AWARE alcohol 
education (Year 9), Body Think (Eating Disorders 
Victoria), Peer Support, Little Dreamers (young carers 
support) and Digital Safety Education (Year 8). The 
team has also supported Ambali Pillai, the Year 12 
Wellbeing Captain in her role of leading a VCE Student 
Wellbeing Committee.

Fifty Year 10 Peer Support leaders played a critical 
role in supporting the transition of Year 7 students 
into the college community through their involvement 
in the orientation program, Year 7 camp and the Peer 
Support program that involved one period each week 
of games, activities and discussions in Term 1 for each 
Year 7 class.

It is important to acknowledge the present Year 
12 students as they complete their schooling and 
venture into the future. For many, their journey has 
been an exceedingly challenging one as they have 
had to come to terms with the loss of two classmates, 
Molly and Noah, over their senior school years. It 
has been a privilege to journey with many of these 
students in the difficult task of being confronted at 
such a young age with the fragility of life.

We continue to wish, for our entire school community, 
that whatever role each of us plays within it, we hope 
that your part can be characterised by the key quality 
of kindness.

Debating & Public Speaking

MR PETER MANGOLD | MANAGER STUDENT 
WELLBEING
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We�being Debating & Public Speaking
In 2019 many students have participated in our 
thriving debating and public speaking program. 
Students have attended regular school meetings and 
training sessions to prepare debates and speeches. 
They also attend a variety of local and state events, 
with the opportunity to compete against high level 
speakers from a variety of schools and receive 
feedback from experienced judges. 

In the first half of the year four teams of students 
from years 9 to 12 competed in a debating 
competition against skilled teams from other local 
schools. Our teams were very competitive, with every 
team winning a debate, and many of our students 
being awarded best speaker during the competition. 

Year 7 and 8 debating took place in the second half 
of the year, with three teams participating. The year 
7 and 8 students all improved their public speaking 
skills throughout the competition, after participating 
in training sessions and three friendly debates. We 
wish all our debaters well as they progress to the 
next level of competition in 2020, and encounter 
even more opportunities and challenges in public 
speaking. 

Students across the school attended State Public 
Speaking Competitions in 2019. These competitions 
are an exciting challenge for competitors who must 
present one prepared speech, and two impromptu 
speeches for which they receive only five minutes 
preparation time. Two year 7 students, Isabella Hollins 
and Gavi Aleksenitser, progressed to the state semi-
final in the junior division. This incredible achievement 
saw them both ranked in the top 40 public speakers 
in Victoria. 

We congratulate all students involved in this program, 
and look forward to seeing them continue to achieve 
success in 2020

MS CAROLYN DUNN | DEBATING MANAGER
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Co�ege Captains
Year 12, Class of 2019, we have done it. We have completed the final chapter of our schooling career and what 
an unbelievable 6 years of high school it was. 

From walking through what was the old North corridor as young, naïve Year 7’s ready to embark on an 
amazing 6-year journey. Six years that contained moments of happiness, grief, joy and relief.

Since coming to Brighton Secondary College to begin our journey, each and every one of us in the cohort have 
grown and developed into individuals that can be depended on, individuals that love to tackle a challenge, but 
most importantly individuals who have all in one way or another stepped outside their comfort zone to take on 
the countless opportunities we have been offered here at Brighton Secondary College.

The Class of 2019 has formed strong relationships with not only each other, but also our teachers and other 
students across all year levels in the school. The opportunity to attend several camps each year is a memory 
that all of us will cherish forever. Starting in Year 7 going to Anglesea camp accompanied with our Year 10 peer 
support leaders, turned out to be the building blocks for the interconnectedness with other students across 
the school. Many of us attended the two week Beechworth camp in Year 9 which challenged us all in several 
different ways but culminated in being a turning point in not only our schooling career but also our lives. We 
were presented with a variety of obstacles to overcome throughout the camp and the ability for all of us to 
work together and build special bonds held us in good stead for the remainder of Year 9.

Brighton Secondary College also gave many students the opportunity to become Peer Support Leaders in 
Year 10 and head to Anglesea camp with the Year 7’s, acting as mentors and role models. These few days 
allowed for many of us to enhance and develop our leadership skills, but also our interpersonal and social skills 
as we had been given extra responsibilities to fulfil.
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Co�ege Captains

JOEY WILSON, JOSH, MACKIE, CLAUDIA BLAKELY-BATTY, ANNIE MOODY | COLLEGE CAPTAINS

The opportunity given to about 40 students to endeavour upon a journey to Nepal for World Challenge was a 
surreal highlight for many in Year 10. We experienced amazing views on our 12-day trek among the Himalayas, 
at the Annapurna Base Camp, 4130m above sea level. We all made new life-long friends with people we 
wouldn’t have spoken to before the expedition. 

Year 11 brought Central Australia camp, where 40 students travelled through South and Central Australia for 9 
days via bus, and allowed for us to see the talents of our peers in the talent show and lip sync competition.

Lastly, year 12 – where we had year 12 camp for 3 days in Phillip Island in week 3, which allowed us to bond and 
start the amazing year 12 journey that has continued for the year. 

Throughout 2019, we also experienced staff vs student volleyball, netball and basketball; house events; Blow 
Out Day and preparation for celebration day and valedictory that allowed us to strengthen our bonds and 
completely unite as a cohort.

We would like to thank everyone who made this journey possible, 
including students, teachers, parents and mentors, who supported 

us through the tough times and were able to enjoy the fun and 
joyous moments too.
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Year 7 Year 8
This year’s Year 7s began their schooling at Brighton 
Secondary College with more than just new people, 
subjects and books. 

In 2019 Year 7 moved into the new building, many 
years in the making. Our new wing has 18 full-sized 
classrooms as well as breakout spaces that are 
very useful for small group work, conferences and 
workshops.

The uniform has also changed. The students look 
fantastic in their new green shirts and dresses, along 
with the blazers and very popular PE jackets. The 
PE uniform was also a new one, and has been well 
received. Many students also returned to their previous primary 

schools or just helped out when we visited, to share 
what Brighton Secondary is all about. They did 
themselves proud as they explained the differences 
between primary and secondary, and shared their 
experiences about PASE, camp, the new building and 
the new subjects on offer.

With the enthusiastic support of Ms Dunn, two teams 
took part in a debating competition against other 
schools. They prepared in teams and learned about 
the roles of the different speakers, having some great 
successes. Thank you to Ms Dunn for all her work.

We have also had many students participate 
regularly in our Homework Program on Mondays 
and Wednesdays, as well as our Organisational 
Workshops, where students were provided with 
strategies to get organised with their equipment and 
time.

Well done, also, to those students who participated 
with such enthusiasm in the Reader’s Cup, run by our 
enthusiastic library staff. Also, to those who attended 
our Global conference, run by a wonderful group of 
Year 9s, who had taken part in it themselves. And to 
our sports teams who represented our school with 
enthusiasm.

Congratulations to all those who were involved 
with this year’s school production. The eerie show, 
with very spooky makeup and costumes was a 
great success. The dress rehearsals caused some 
goosebumps for staff during our Professional 
Learning Day, when the cast came out for a break!

Finally, we wish to thank our students for their 
efforts this year. It has been a big change and a big 
challenge, and we are very proud of you. We wish you 
well for Year 8 and beyond.

MS LEISA HIGGINS AND MS JILLIAN O’NEIL | YEAR 7 MANAGERS

Also, this year’s SEAL classes are quite different to last 
year’s. With our EHLES group’s focus on English and 
Humanities, STEM on the Science/Maths stream, and 
our final group on Innovation and Enterprise, it is a 
new look program.

A range of opportunities has been offered to our 
Year 7s this year, starting with the camp at Anglesea. 
Camp provided the students with many challenges, 
including being away from home, making new friends 
and the actual activities such as surfing and high 
ropes. During camp, our Semester 1 class captains 
were chosen.

Our Class Challenges have been another way for 
students to work together in their classes, make 
friends and have fun. Very popular activities included 
the basketball knockout, cake decorating challenge 
and the Kahoot trivia challenge. During Transition, 
Barb has provided weekly quizzes whichcontribute 
to each class’s total, and spot checks on lockers and 
uniform have given each group and opportunity to 
earn points. 7J took the prize for Semester 1, enjoying 
a trip to a trampoline centre as their prize. Keep an 
eye on Highlights to see the winner for Semester 2.
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Year 7 Year 8
Expedition camp at Cave Hill Creek
Over a period of a week and a half in Term 1, all Year 8 
classes took part in a two night camping expedition in 
the beautiful Mount Cole State Forest, near Beaufort 
in Victoria. Groups of students developed a strong 
bond as they faced the challenging conditions 
together, including long hikes, setting up tents 
and cooking their own food. All students involved 
displayed fantastic attitudes, staying positive and 
supporting their classmates. The enthusiastic leaders 
from Cave Hill Creek and our group of amazing 
teachers embraced the challenge and gave their all 
to make this a safe and memorable experience for all 
students. Well done, Year 8s!

Year 8 Health and Aspirational Day
On June 7th, students rotated around a variety of 
activities designed to explore different aspects 
of health, wellbeing and positive mindset. These 
sessions included a presentation from Headspace, 
boxing, yoga, careers, and digital wellbeing. The 
presenters were fantastic and informative, and the 
students particularly enjoyed the boxing! It was a 
great day to focus on our wellbeing.

Bridget Baumanis | 8D
This year’s camp was very tough but fun, especially if 
you were with the right group of people and friends. 

We learnt many valuable things like how to stay 
focused and persistent. We were all split into groups 
of around 10 – 20 students and got to walk through 

hills, mountains and forest type areas. Although 
many people found it hard and challenging, we 

still pushed through. We were all happy and proud 
that we did it in the end. We were placed in new 

environments and learnt how to deal with things 
like not showering in 2 – 3 days, cooking without a 

kitchen, sleeping in tents, carrying heavy bags while 
walking up and down steep mountains and more. 

Overall the camp was an enjoyable but challenging 
experience and although some of us were hesitant at 

first, we were glad that we got to do it. 

Avery Cole | 8D
“Year 8 camp was hard but fun. For those 3 days 

that we were on camp, we hiked, socialized and got 
to experience new things. We learned lots of things 

and got to meet new people from our groups.  It was 
tiring but, in the end, it was a great adventure and we 

learned some valuable life skills.”

MS AMANDA HEBBARD | YEAR 8 STUDENT MANAGER
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Year 10Year 9
The Year 9s should be proud of themselves for the wonderful 
year they have completed. 

With a great showing at Swimming Carnival and Athletics, the 
year started off full of energy and plenty of laughs. As the year 
moved on, the school was treated to musical and stage talents 
of some of our Year 9s, having significant roles in Chorals as well 
as the school production, The Fabulous Carnival March. Both 
the Chorals and Production showcased our Year 9s amazing 
voices, acting prowess as well as hilarious ad-libbing on stage. 

The highlight of this year was the Summit Camp. In this camp, 
the students participated fully and stretched out of their 
comfort zones, discovering themselves and what they are 
capable of. They faced their fears, worked as a supportive team 
and made lasting friendships. They battled through cold climates and tough challenges together and grew 
as a whole year level. They came back into the classrooms on a high and geared up for the challenges that 
remained for the rest of the year.

At the end of Term 3, they encouraged each other through shout outs, which highlighted what a wonderful 
community the students are a part of. They carried that work ethic towards preparing for their first exams in 
Term 4.

The exam experience involved learning and practicing time-management skills, study strategies, and exam 
techniques for English, Maths, Humanities and Science, and concluded with self-reflections on how they can 
apply what they learned to their senior school journey starting next year.

It was a year of hard work and we hope that the Year 9s carry 
on what they learned throughout this year into senior school 
and beyond. 

MS THI TRINH & MS BRONWYN HART | YEAR 9 STUDENT 
MANAGERS

MS HOLLY BENEDETTI | DISCOVERY PROGRAM MANAGER
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Year 10Year 9
This year, the year 10s have a new home in P-Block, after a few years without a dedicated year 10 space. 
The transition to Senior School can be a big change for many, and with this change comes many exciting 
opportunities for our Year 10 students. 

Firstly, there was the opportunity to take new electives, or VCE classes. There were also Mock Interviews 
and Careers Guidance to aid in preparation for part time work outside of school. Students worked towards 
preparing and attending Work Experience at the beginning of term 3.

Our students undertook a diverse range of work placements, in fields such as veterinary science, sports 
coaching, architecture, retail, and outdoor education. Many year 10 students also took the opportunity to 
participate in the college production of ‘The Fabulous Carnival March’ which premiered in August to rave 
reviews. 

Students also participated in many outdoor education camps, including the SEAL City experience camp and 
some of our Year 10 Japanese students were fortunate 
enough to travel to Japan for a 2 week visit and home 
stay at the end of term 3. 

Some other very lucky students also raised money 
for a community in Vietnam, in preparation for their 
Antipodean trip in November 2019. 

Overall, there were many fantastic opportunities this 
year for Year 10 students, and we are proud of all of 
those who made the most of them.

MR AMEDEO ASTORINO & MS MALI LEWIS | YEAR 
10 MANAGER
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Year 11 Year 12

We would like to take this opportunity to thank you and wish you all, the very best in your future endeavours. 
Throughout this year we have honoured your contributions to the life of the school, and the many ways 

you have displayed inspiring examples of service, leadership, courage and kindness to the whole school 
community. Good luck for what lies ahead, in your Year 12 studies and wherever else your journey takes you. 

Remember to keep learning and face your challenges and fears.

“Be bold, be courageous, be your best.”
—Gabrielle Giffords

MS EFFIE FRAN AND MS SOKY DRECHSLER | YEAR 11 STUDENT MANAGERS

Student Reflection - Central Camp

In 2019 Year 11s went on Central Australia camp 
during the April break. It was a 9 day camp where we 
travelled from Brighton Secondary College all the way 
to Alice Springs on a coach. 

While travelling to our destination with teachers: 
Mr Chan, Ms Hart, Madame Shroffell and Mr Tho 
we learnt many new things about each other and 
became much closer as a group. We completed three 
challenging walks around Uluru, Kata Tjuta and Kings 
Canyon and worked together as a group to complete 
them.

We also embarked on spiritual journeys with the 
traditional owners of the land and learnt much about 
their elders ways both past and present. We held a 
talent show whichmost of us will never forget it!

We also raised funds for the royal flying doctors 
service by holding an auction. Central Australia camp 
was an amazing opportunity and one that all of us will 
always treasure.

ARGIA PONCHARD, RAQUEL SLY-CLAVISI,

AND LEA NEDOMACKI | YEAR 11
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Year 11 Year 12
Miss Veling and I have had the privilege of following 
the Year 12’s VCE journey from the start of year 11. It 
has been an absolute pleasure to see these students 
grow from the perspective of a Student Manager and 
to see how far they have all come in these two short 
years. 

The Year 12’s started the year by attending Year 
12 Study Camp in Phillip Island. Here, many of the 
students were challenged to face their fear of heights, 
eating salad and spending time in the outdoors. Many 
new bonds were made between students and staff 
and it was a great way to start off the Year 12’s final 
year at BSC.

Our door has always, and will always be, open for all 
the Year 12’s. This open door policy has resulted in a 
variety of visitors for a wide range of reasons – most 
commonly a visit to the ‘Minties bowl’. Thanks to 
the Minties bowl, we have had many conversations 
and laughs that have helped shape many of the 
relationships we have with the students. However, 
there will always be a long running debate about 
which item in the Minties bowl is superior.

The year has thrown the students many ups and 
downs which have helped them develop into the 
young adults before us. You should all be proud of 
what you have achieved in your 13 years of schooling. 
Year 12 is no doubt the most challenging, and at 
times, stressful year of schooling, but you have shown 
dedication and the ability to keep moving forward. 

Miss Veling and I are proud to see the amazing efforts 
and dedication that the students have shown over 
the last two years of their VCE. We would both like to 
thank the Class of 2019 and we wish all students the 
best for their future endeavours and adventures. 

MS CAITLIN BEHRENDT – YEAR 12 STUDENT MANAGER
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Year 12 Valedictory
On Friday 18th October we celebrated 
the final day of secondary schooling for 
our Year 12 students. It was a day filled 
with fun, laughter, tears, joy, reflection, 
shared memories and pride.

The morning began with a student-
teacher breakfast outside the VCE 
building. There was plenty of noise filled 
excitement and a variety of interesting 
dress displayed by the students. 

This was followed by the traditional final 
Year 12 assembly in the gymnasium. 
There was a collection of items 
celebrating the students’ time at the 
college from Year 7 to Year 12. The 
international students shared a video of 
congratulations and well wishes in the 
many different languages of their home 
countries. We then said goodbye to the 
students as they headed home to make 
preparations for the Year 12 Graduation 
evening.

The Year 12 Graduation was attended by 
the students, their parents and families, 
and teachers. Students were presented 
with their Brighton Secondary College 
Graduation Certificates and a small gift 
from the college. Awards were given 
for each of the Year 12 studies and 
overall KLA awards. Justin Dart was 
named as the recipient of the Principals 
Award for 2019 and Joanna Nguyen 
received the International Student’s 
Award. In addition, Mr Minack acquired 
an outstanding piece of artwork (The 
Principal’s Art Acquisition) produced by 
year 12 student Erin Stimson.

During the evening everyone also had 
the opportunity to view the Year 12 2019 
video and a photo collage featuring 
Year 12 students at events and activities 
held during their time at the college. 
Festivities concluded with an opportunity 
for a turn on the dance floor.

The final day for Year 12 students was a 
wonderful opportunity to farewell this 
group of delightful young people as they 
prepare for life after school!

MS KAYE SENTRY | ASSISTANT 
PRINCIPAL, SENIOR SCHOOL
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Year 12 Valedictory Biology | Portia Gallagher

Chemistry | Riley Magro

Physics | Jun Jie Ng

Psychology | Portia Gallagher

Further Mathematics | Davin Vinas

Mathematical Methods | Riley Magro

Specialist Mathematics | James Hunt

Media | Daniel Mills

Studio Arts | Erin Stimson

Design & Technology - Food | Aedan Gordan

Design & Technology - Wood | Jack Haggarty

Visual Communication & Design | Pheobe Gollop

Physical Education | Lucy Anderson

Health & Human Development | Yen Binh Nguy

French | Katerina Psevdoikonomou

Japanese Second Language | Jun Jie Ng

Chinese First Language | Ran Gu

Accounting | Cooper Goulding

Business Management | Portia Gallagher

Australian & Global Politics | Philippa Schuller

History | Philippa Schuller

Legal Studies | Aishwariyalaskmi Subramanian

English | Jessica Harmer

English Language | Jun Jie Ng

English as an Additional Language | Nayeon Kim

Literature | Portia Gallagher

VET | Walter Damiani

Science | James Hunt

Mathematics | Jun Jie Ng

Arts/Technology | Nayeon Kim

Humanities | Philippa Schuller

Health & PE | Joey Wilson

English | Jessica Harmer

Sports Champions | Cooper Goulding & Ailand Daly

International Award | Linh Giang Nguyen

Principals Award | Justin Dart

Principals Acquisition | Erin Stimson

Year 12 Awards

Overall KLA Awards
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Year 7

ZOE ZEINELZOE KORBMANZIJING ZHOUZARA RESTORICKZAHRA PHILLIPSZACHARY TAYLOR-POLYYUTONG ZHENGYUSUF ALAKKADYASIN ALAKKADYARDEN LASHCHOVERXAVIER COORAY

WILLIAM SCHIAVELLOWESLEY KIMVITIA THORNVAUGHN SISMANOGLOUURSULA CREMASCOTROY MORLEYTOPIAS MAYESTOMOKI GOLECTOBY KRUGTHOMAS WALTONTHOMAS TSIHRINTZISTHOMAS HISCOKETHOMAS HARDIETHOMAS DI CROSTA

THEODORE DIPLAROSTHENURA LIYANAGETHEA ATHANASIADISTARO ADACHITAL YATESTAL BARDASTUART DARTSTRUAN JAMIESONSTEFAN DESOVSKISOPHIA QUINNSONNY MOORESIDNEY PARKESSHIYANG YINSEBASTIAN HALL

SEBASTIAN GODFREYSANDY SCHLUTERSAMUEL MILESSAMUEL MCGRATHSAMUEL HEENANSAMUEL CARSTEINSAM JOHOSADIE OCKERBYSACHI COLEMAN-GOHRUBY MILLERROMAN CHIODIROCCO BONELLORILEY WESTONRHYS MILAT

RHYS KESSELREEF MADARPETER VOSSOSPETER DE ZUBAOWEN MACKIGGANOSCAR HARRISONORLANDO HALLOMKARA CARVAJALOLIVIA HUNTEROLIVER MARTUCCIOLIVER DI CROSTANOAH GALLOPNITHARA HETTI 
ARACHCHIGE

NIKHIL DINESH

NICOLAS COUSINO 
RODRIGUEZ

NICHOLAS VAN ESSENNATHAN STANFORDNATE EDWARDSNAOMI JIANGNADINE DIAMYA LASHCHOVERMYA BELLGROVEMISHA RISTICMILLIE MCGILLANMIKAELA BOATTOMIKA DERBYMICHAEL ROZENMICHAEL KHAMATGALEEV

MIA BECKMAN-ATZILMEGAN MEDLANDMATTHEW WARDMATTHEW FILIPETTOMATTHEW CHARLESMATTEUS CARLERBOMATHIESON BESWICKMARCO FRENCH-MEDICMADISON LORDMADELINE COOKLUKA JAKOVLEVLUIS PONCHARDLINETTA MOLNARLILY NAJDA

LILY MC ENIRYLIHI NEMENMANLIAM PEOPLESLEVI WRIGHTLEONARDO KAEGILENNY YOUNANLEN YATSUZUKALACHLAN DALTONKUSH GUPTAKOKO NICHOLSKIRA MCCLOSKEYKATERINA KAVUNOVSKYKARL LORENTZONKAITLIN PARRISH

KAI ZAVALIANOSKAI LANGKAI BURKEJOSEPHINE COONEYJONAH VAN GROOTELJOHN VALAVANISJOEL SIDLOJOEL CUNNINGHAMJESSIE HATZIGEORGIOUJESSE THOMASJENSON BAXTER-SMITHJEMMA PARRISHJASPER WARINGJASPER VERAPEN

JASMINE AMROJAMES SAVERYJAKE EDWARDSJAKE BARRETTJACKSON HOWEJACK O’MALLEYJACK KALAFATAKISISLA SCOTTISABELLA HOLLINSISAAC ROYHYEYUN JUHILEL GOLDBERGHERMAN MITINHAYLEY DYMOCK

HAYDEN TRANHARRY TAYLORHARLEEN PUREWALGRAEME DELMENICOGRACIE CAREYGRACE BONANNOGILBERT DOUGLASGEORGIA TSIHRINTZISGAVRIEL ALEKSENITSERFOX MAYFIONA IOANNIDISFINN PELGRIMFEDERICO ELLIOTTEVIE HALL

EVAN WEDERELLETHAN STANSKIETHAN SHNAIDERERIN BODEERIC NAJDAENZO MUSUEMILY CHILCOTTEMILY BURNSELSIE STEELEELLIE ISRAELELLA O’HALLORANELKE LEPPEDWARD HEALEYEDWARD DUNSBY

EDIE MCLEANEDEN ABRAHAMSDYLAN MASTROPAOLODYLAN KONSTANTINOUDREW WOLFSONDAVID BLANKDANIEL PIZZONICONNOR HATZIPETROUCHRISTIAN BEARECHLOE BOCCICHERYL NGUYENCHENYU ZHANGCHELSEA WAREINGCHARLOTTE TEMPEST

CHARLIE PELGRIMCHARLES DE ZUBACHARLES COCHRANECASSANDRA OHIS-
KUMMER

CAIDEN PERLA-DOWDELLCAALAN STAITEBRYAR JEFFORDBONNIE CAWOODBJ TISOBENJAMIN HISCOKEAYDEN WEISSAVA KARAULAASHLEY WARINGARJUN MEHTA

ARCHIMEDES TOOHEYARCHER BUDDENANTHONY SHINDERANTHONY POWERANSON IBBOTSONANNALIESE SMITHANGUS WHITEANGUS WARRENANDREW BOLTONANASTASIA ZAYTSEVAAMY CHIVERSAMMIKA BOUSTEADAMELIE MACEAMELIA STAMATELATOS

ALLEGRA GOMBERGALIYAH CHEEMAALISSA GRACEALEXANDRA THOMLINSONALEXANDER WORMINGTONALEXANDER STAVROULISALEX TURNERALEAH TRENTINIAIRI WHITEAIDAN CASSIDYADI GUTMANABIGAIL MCCARROLLABIGAIL GREENBLATABIGAIL GEARY
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Year 8

ZOFIA WALLACE

ZACK SNELLINGZACHARY HARELZACHARY ANQUETILZAC ANTONIOUYUAN ZHENG WANGYIHAN WANGYASMIN GITLINXAVIER SHEEDYXAVIER GRIGGWILLIAM SIMOSWILLIAM PIDDUCKWILLIAM GREENWOODWILLEM ROGACKIWENLU ZHAO

VICTOR ZHUVAUGHAN BRENTUMA NIJFFELSTYLAN CUSTERSONTRENT AMRAMTONGSHU ZHANGTHOMAS STAVRINOUTHOMAS LENNONTHOMAS DOWSINGTATE NEWMANTAIT ROBERTSONTAHLI GREYSUMINDU 
KOTHALAWALAGE

SOFIA KORFIATIS

SILENE LEBEAUSHYAM NAGARAJANSHUNSUKE OKUDASHIVANI STEGELMANSHENGBAO GUSHAI ZELCERSCARLETT KLOSESASKIA WRIGHTSASHA GVOZDENACSAMUEL THOMASSAMUEL HODGESSAMIKSHA NIRMAL KUMARSACHI SIMPSONRYAN BARRETT

RUI GUORISA KAGAYAREX FIGDORREVATI JAWALEKARREMI HARRISRASHA YANGCORAKESH VISWANATHANPOPPY WOODPIPPA MACLEODPHILIP MEIJEROLIVIA REYNOLDSOLIVIA BRAAKHUISOLIVER DANCKERTOLIVER CHOW

OLIVER BRENNANNOVA COLENILS SALOMONSSON 
ONNEBO

NIKITA HEBDENNICHOLAS PHILLIPSNICHOLAS 
KONSTANDAKOS

NICHOLAS KARAMITOSNICHOLAS GIRGISNED KIERNANNATHAN GEENASH LIMNAOMI ARZHINTARMONIKA JURISICMOLLY PAYTON

MOLLY GOUDIEMITCH PANTASMISHA WILTSHIREMICHELLE LA GRANGEMICHELE PELUSOMIA YANGCOMELISSA ANDREEVAMEIKA MADARMEGAN ELLIOTTMAYA STULNERMAXIMILIAN REYMENTMAX SMITHMAX LYNCHMATTHEW CARVER

MATTHEW AUSTENMATTEO MACALIMATTEO IACOVANTUONOMATILDA OVERHILLMARSEL GRINEVITCHMARLENA SKONECZKOMARCO GIAMPAMANTAS KASPARIUNASMACY DAVISLUIS SMITHLUCY BARTLETTLUCINDA WALKERLUCIA NEGRILUCA KNEALE

LOLA POORELISA BELLLILY ROWANLILLIAN RAMLIAM BUTTIGIEGLARISSA LA GRANGELACHLAN LIBERMANLACHLAN ALLDAYLACHLAN ADAMSKOHEN MARUYAMAKIRA JONESKATIE COLLINSKATE MONSBOURGHKATE GODDEN

KAILA GARTLYJUSTIN SKINNERJOSHUA MILLERJOSHUA MCLENNANJOSHUA MARTINJOSHUA BOGUEJOSEPH PRESSERJOSEPH MAUGHANJORDAN BUTLERJONATHAN MAVRIDISJONATHAN DERIBOKLOUJONAS SHEDDENJOEL DECKKERJIZHONG ZHU

JIWEN XUJESSICA OUJENSON CREMASCOJEHYEONG KIMJAYVYN MASONJASMINE KARROJAMES YORKJAMES KLINGWORTJAKOB CAMBRIDGEJAKE MC INTOSHJACOB HELYERJACK COLMANJACK BROWNISABELLE JOFFE

ISABELLE AH-LITISABELLA MOIRISAAC KATSAKISIROISE TIMBAL-DUCLAUX 
DE MARTIN

INDYA BUCKLEYHOLLY BUNNHENRY QIUHENDRIX HAIGHARRISON SEIDHANNAH FRIDMANHAMISH MC GOWANGORDON OUGIACOMO ROGERSFRANCES O’DRISCOLL

FLYNN O’DONOHUEFLYNN KENNEDYFINN ROBERTSONFELIX STOCKFELIX SEEMANNEVAN LAZARAKISEVA LJASKEVICETHAN BADCOCKERIN SMITHENZO ROMANEMMA MITCHELLEMMA DANIELSEMILY ORELYSIA JONES

ELLIOT ROUSEELLIOT KULIKELLIANA PERCYELIZA KEMPEITAN RAVEHEDDIE FARMERDYLAN MILATDEXTER REILLYDEMITRI DEMOSTHENOUSDAVID VOLIKOVDAVID VALAVIDAVID HOLLINSDARCY RAMMDARCEY STOSIC

DANE FOSTERCLYDE RODBARD-PENDERSCHLOE SCALESCHIA KUBOTACHENGHAO GAOCHELSEA GLASSCHARLES REYMENTCHARLES CATHCARTCALUM SPIEGELCALEB SAUNDERSBRIDIE DOAKBRIDGET BAUMANISBRADLEY VILLAFLORBLAKE JENSEN-MUIR

BETHANY VERMAAKBENJAMIN POWELLBENJAMIN DANIELSBENJAMIN ANDERLEBEN SEDDONBEN DAVISAYDEAN MILLERAVIV LUPOAVERY COLEASTON ASKEWARIKA VARYANTONIA SAMARASANTHONY KAVUNOVSKYANNABELLE MORRISON

ANGUS TRANTERANDREAS 
CHRISTODULAKIS

ANAKIN SRIRUENAMY WILSONAMEYA SOMMER-ALLIEALICE WOLFENDENALICE NEWTONALEXANDER ROSSALEXANDER 
KONSTANDAKOS

ALEXANDER HENDERSONALEKSEY GRANITSAALEKSANDRA 
PERELESHINA

AKIRA RONANAIDAN HARRIS
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Year 9

ZOE BENNETT

ZHEN WANGZAID DIAZACHARY ZIESINGZACHARY DI CROSTAYURAE KIMYUQI YUANYILIN LIYIFAN ZHOUYI LIYASMINE CUSTERSONXIAOQI YUTRI LAITOMAS CIPUZAKTOBY LANE-DUNDAS

TOBY ESDAILETIA ZAIDENBERGTHOMAS CONNOLLYTHI DUONG ANH DONGTAYLA JONESTAYLA CECALATAWANDEEP SINGHTARA COLLINSTALIA FREEMANTAKSAPOL TANINRAMSWAIRI PILLAISUNNY SCHLUTERSTAN VAN VORSTENBOSCHSOFIA VLADIMIROV

SINALEAVELE 
MAUALAIVAO

SEUNGJAE LEESEAN STAITESCOUT ANDREWSSCARLET POWERSAXON BATESSAMYA MAGUIRESAMUEL HOWERYAN LOVEGROVERYAN FEINRYAN BUTTIGIEGROBSON BENNETT-
COCHRANE

ROBERT WINGATERIKA YASUMITSU

PHUC PHAMOLIVIA VERESHAKAOLIVIA SMITHOLIVIA MANSFIELDOLIVER QIUOLIVER FRENCH-MEDICNINA KELNERNEALA GLOVERNADHIRA ABEYARATHNAMORIAH KEMPMOLLY TELFERMILENA MISHCHENKOMIA HENWOODMAXWELL CHIVERS

MAX MORLEYMAX JOHOMAX DAMIANIMATTHEW KAPLANMATILDA ANDERSONMATHIAS MILJKOMARLI HIGGINMARIA QUARTELMADISON MAVRIDISMADELEINE HIGGINSLUKE TOPICLUCY CONNOLLYLUCAS LOMASLIAM NIEUWENHUIZEN

LEV WHITELAWLENNA BRUUNLACHLAN MACLELLANKONSTANDINOS ANDRONISKOBE SAKESONKIANI BISHOPKEREN BELNICKKATJA MEDDKARL LORENTZONKA LOK UNJULIAN MALATESTAJOSHUA SHAWELJOSHUA NICHOLLJOSEPH RILEY

JORDAN LEVYJOHNNY ATHANASIADISJOHN PSEVDOIKONOMOUJIAQI YANJENNIFER COLLINSJAY SOODJASPER EMPSONJASON BRIVIKJASMINE ISRAELJANA TARRES RODRIGUEZJAMES MARTINJAMES DELANEYJAKE GIBNEYJADYN CREAM

JACKSON PATERSONJACK HOLMESISABELLA PROKUPETSINDIGO WRIGHTIMOGEN THOMASHUGO THOMASHOLLY ZACCARIAHANNAH WILLIAMSGUY COHENGRACE IKINGEORGETTE PRICEGEMMA TARSHISFLYNN MOUNTFLYNN COORAY

FLYNN BARBERFENGYI NIFARAH AMIRUDDINEVAN SMIRNEOSETHAN SWINNEYETHAN BYRNEEMILY BONANNOEMILY AUGELLOELLIOT MCMAHONELLA O’LEARYELISE CLARKSONELIAS BUCKODYLAN FOOTDION OR

DINH KIM TRANG TRINHDARCI MAKRAKISDANIEL HALLCLAUDIA WONNACOTTCHLOE ADLINGTONCHIARA JACOBSONCHARLIZE SEROSHTANCHANTELLE SHTERNCATHERINE LAMBRISCAMERON ALLANCALLAN THOMASCALLAN BERTRAMBRENT O’MARABLAKE FREDRICKSON

BENJAMIN WARRENBENJAMIN MILESBELLA WOLFSONBAILEY ARMSAVA HUTCHINSONAUSTIN LARKINSAPRIL PELUSOANNIE GRUBYANGUS JACKANGEL NGUYENANDRE LYNNAMELIA PRITCHARDALEXEA HELDSINGERADAM DOYLE
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Year 10

ZOE MACLEODZIQI ZHONGZEKAI ZHUYUXI LI

YUMEKA SHIMIZUYUKA NAGAOYNEZ BONDINE-BIMBIYIZHENG HEYI YUN NIUYEHONATAN TATARSKYXIAOYA YUWILLIAM DARTWILLIAM COLLINSWAYD NASHTRUEN IBBOTSONTOBY MACKIGGANTIANXING ZHANGTHOMAS SAVERY

THI DIEM QUYNH LETERESA NGUYENTAYLOR JAMESTANYA PATELSTEPHANIE GREENSOTA KAWASAKISLATER LORDSIYU SUSINEBOU MAUALAIVAOSIDNEY HAGEMANNSHUNTARO AKIMOTOSEOHYUN CHOISAN LESAMUEL ROUSE

SAMUEL DOYLESABISHA OFOLERYAN DOHERTYRYAN BRAAKHUISRUITING XURONNIE MYLES-
GRABUSNIK

ROHANJIT SARKARIARILEY EDWARDSRILEY COOKRILEY ADAMSREESE HARRISRAVINDU 
KOTHALAWALAGE

RANXI HOURADHIKA PILLAI

PINYUAN WANGPHUONG NGUYENOSCAR LESHCHENKOOPHELIA CHEUKOLIVIA VARGIUOLIVIA LIMOLIVIA KULIKOLIVIA HARRISONOLIVER LORD-LODGENICOLETTE MALAKASIOTISNICOLE ELLISNICK QUINLANNICHOLAS WILLIAMSNICHOLAS LANGEDER

NICHOLAS JOHNSONNIAMH MC ENIRYNHIEN HUYNHNGOC PHAMNAYIL GUNCELERNATASHA SKILLERN-
BROWN

NATASHA MORRISNAOAKI WAKABAYASHIMORGAN CHADWICKMINJUN CHOIMINH THUY NGUYENMINGYI ZHANGMILLIE FRAZERMICKY CROOK

MIA PATKINMEGAN PASKMAYA ZELCERMAX NASHMAX LATIMERMATTHEW DAVISMATTHEW BOLTONMATILDA MORSEMARIE MICHAELMARIA LUIZA GUIMARAES 
DA SILVA

MADELEINE WHITELYSANDER CROCARISLUKE MOTTLUKE DOMASCHENZ

LUIS COUGHLINLUCAS GIBSONLUCAS COOPERLUCA MAXWELLLOGAN PRITCHARDLIOR MOSESLIAM HUNTERLEILANI PADELAUREN KEMPLACHLAN KIRKPATRICKLACHLAN FINNIGAN-EVANSKOSTANTINOS MELLASKIYARA ABEYARATHNAKIT CLOUSTON

KIERAN ORLANDOKHOA NGUYENKHIEM TRANKEVIN DINESHJULIAN SEATERJOSHUA LEVINEJOSEPH BLANKJORDAN VELJANOVSKIJONATHAN BABICJOEL KAPLANJERVIS ZHENGJEREMY WALKERJAYDEN NEWMANJAY GOODALL

JANELLE ZHUJAMES WILSONJAMES FILIPOVICJAKE REIDYJADEY DINGJACKSON COOPER-
CREWTHER

JACK CHOWISU JANGISLA RODBARD-PENDERSISABEL OVERHILLIRENE PECHERSKIHUNTER HALESHUNG PHANHUITONG WU

HUGO POSTHUMAHOWARD ZEZULAHOLLY MCGOWANHAYEON JUHARRY VERMAAKHARRISON ROYHAOLIANG SHENGHANNAH BLACKHANA CHIANGHAMISH KIRKPATRICKGEMMA QUINNGABRIEL MULDOONFRASER PARKESEVAN PATERSON

ETHAN MARTINETHAN AVINUEPAMINONDAS 
KORKONEAS

EMMA DOWSINGEMILY RUSSELLEMILY RUPIKEMERSON SHENELLEN MAUGHANELIZABETH LIMELIJAH CORDOVERELIJAH CAMBRIDGEELEANOR COONEYELEANA IOANNIDISEILISH JAMIESON

DOMENICO DE GILIODECLAN HALESDECLAN FOODAVID BACHELIER-BOURATDANIEL MCCULLOCHDANIEL FIELDCHRISTOPHER NEWMANCHLOE PEYNENBORGCHARLOTTE SARTORICHARLOTTE DALTONCHARLOTTE COOMBSCHARLIE ZEGIRCHARLIE SCALESCHARLI PRATT

CHARLES PAULCHANELLE HAMILTONCASSIDY JENSEN-MUIRCASPAR WILLIAMSONCAMERON GRAHAMBRENNO DA SILVABRADLEY HOGANBLAKE PANTASBILLY DIPLAROSBIANCA ANDREADISBENNETT BOUSTEADBENJAMIN TREVENABENJAMIN KLINGWORTBENJAMIN JOFFE

BEN CORRIGANBAILEY WHITEBAILEY GALLOPAXEL VON SCHRENKAVA MCLEANAUSTIN WATERMANASHLEY VULIKHARNICA-ROSE LINTHORNE-
WALKER

ARJUN SINGH THAKURANNIE LANGANIKA ROBINSONANGELIQUE 
CHRISTODOULOU

AMY NGUYENALYSSA SEYMEN

ALYSSA KARAMITOSALLISTER JONESALICE DELION DUPONTALEXIA ANTONIOUALEXANDRA THOMPSONALEXANDRA ROZENALEXANDER ROBINSONALEXANDER HAMMERALESSIA STAMATELATOSALBINA LIHARIADEN MICHAELSADELE CADMANABBIE WEDERELLAARON TURNER
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Year 11

ZIQING SUZIJUN ZHUZHILIN CHENGZAN LIANGZAK SCOTTZAK MONAGHANYOSHUA NAGAIYINGLU YUYANXI CHENYAIR GUTMANWILLIAM VADASZWILLIAM MALINS-KLEINWILLIAM CLARKWENQI YU

WEI-TING LUWEI LI BOEYVISHAAN KUMARANVICTORIA VITEBSKYVALERIE LIUUYEN VY LOITYCHO SOLERTULLY FOOTTOMOYA HARUYAMATHOMAS SCHWARZTHOMAS BRAYTHI HA NGAN NGOTHANH NGOC LAITHACH DINH

TEGAN PARRISHTATE CARLSENSYDNEY JAMESSUBARU AKIYASTINUS KAEMPESOPHIE BARBERSOFIA PRIETO BLANCOSILAS DALEYSIENNA HARRISSHANG-FU TSOUSASKIA MEDDSARAH SULEIMANSARAH BLACKSARAH ARNOTT

SANGMYEONG LEESAMUEL ARNOTTSAMANTHA ELLISRYLEE CAGGIATIRUTH TARRES RODRIGUEZRUBY DECKKERROSE MALAKASIOTISRONG ZHAORHIANNA VASSRENEE SOFRONIDISREEF MANNINGREBECCA ELLIOTTRAQUEL SLY-CLAVISIRAHUL STEGELMAN

RACHEL O’CALLAGHANQUILL SPIEGELPIPER HARRISPETER KAFRITSASPETAR JOVANOVICPAUL RESTUCCIAPATRICK NGUYENPATRICK CLARKEOUBU YAMADAOSKAR JANEONE IL CHIANGOLIVIA ROBERTSOLIVER WHITLA-SIGGEOLIVER HISCOKE

NYLA SELTENNIAMH STAINFORTHNED GIDDINGSNATHAN PETCHNATHAN BURNSNATHAAN ASHURSTMONTEPULCIANO CALLENMITCHELL PULLINGMITCHELL GRAHAMMILLIE NEALEMIKAELA KINGSTONMIA KUBOTAMELIS GUNEYSUMEILIN SONG

MAYA STOSICMAYA SHEKINMATTHEW WILSONMATTHEW 
CHRISTODULAKIS

MASAYA SHAKANOMARY MAHERMARLON STEWARTMAEVE FORDMADALYN TORCASOLUKE DUNKLUKE BOSWELLLUKAS BOGOEVSKILUKA FRENCH-MEDICLUK GVOZDENAC

LUCY DELANEYLUCAS MACRAELIYUAN CHENLITAO CUILINDON LIHARILINDEN WAREINGLILY SOSTELILY MILLINGTONLILY LE MIERELILLIAN MAHERLIAM SMITHLIAH WILLSLESONG SHENLEONID GEIDEMAN

LEA NEDOMACKILACHLAN REYNOLDSKY ANH HOKIRARI MIZUTANIKIERAN KLEINKHARTHIKAA 
SUBRAMANIAN

KENTA NODAKEMRON BENNETTJULIETTE DOYLEJULIA SCHIAVONJULIA DAVIDJULIA AVERJOSHUA SMITHJOSHUA PRICE

JOSEPH SOSSIJOSEPH O’BRIENJORDAN HARELJOEL MCCULLOCHJOEL AVINUJING CHENJESSIE TRANTERJESSI LEFTISJENETTE LIHARIJAYDEN ROWANJASPER BLACKWELL-
DORAN

JAMES OHIS-KUMMERJAMES LIOUSASJAMES CURRIE

JACKSON GILDEAJACK GOULDINGISABELLE WATERSISABELLA MACKRILLISABELLA GIAMPAISABELLA DE GILIOISABEL SCHIAVONIRIS GITLINILAN KAPLANHAYDEN LEPPHARVEY TANNAHILLHARSHINI POKALA KUMARIHARRISON YOUNGGUOMING ZHU

GRACE SMITHGIDEON LEVINGEORGINA PERCYGEORGIA THOMASGEORGE MONSBOURGHGARY KRUGERGABRIELLE NICHOLLGABRIELLA LENNONFREDDY FREEDMANFRANCESCO BOCCHIOFLETCHER NEWTONFINLEY EMPSONFINLAY TOZERFINLAY KIRKWOOD-BURR

EWAN CUMMINGETHAN HOSKINGELLA KLOSEELISSA BURJAWIDYLAN VESELDYLAN JAYDUY NGUYENDOMINIKA BUCKODINH KIM THANH TRINHDAVID PRIEMDARCY VISSENJOUXDANYELLE MENAHEMDANNI SHIDANIEL COLLINS

DAISY CORRIGANCURTIS POWERCOURTNEY NICHOLSONCONOR DOHERTYCHRISTINA VILLAFLORCHRIS AGATHAGELIDISCHARLOTTE ADLINGTONCHARLIZE ESPALDONCHARLES FRYCARL DARLINGCALLUM BRENTCALEB SMITHCALEB KATSAKISBJAY HOFFMAN

BENJAMIN CLANCYBEN HARVEYBEN DREWBEIQING LIUBAYLEY SIMONSBAXTER THOMASAYDEN BOZTEPEAVITAL ALEKSENITSERARMAND LA GRANGEARGIA PONCHARDANOUSHKA LAZZAROANGEL KOTCHHIRUNAMY WALLISAMY O’DRISCOLL

AMY MILLERAMY MCKINLEYAMITY WILSONAMIA MENAHEMAMBER BOXALLALEXANDER THORNTONALEX SEDDONALBERT SCHLUTERAIDEN WILTSHIREADEN GARTLYADEM LIHARIADAM FOWLERADA SENYURTABBY KING
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ZOE HOPPINGZEYONG LIUZEXIN XUYUSONG ZHENGYU FEIYIFAN PEIYEN BINH NGUYXINGYU ZHOUWYATT BAKER

WILLIAM CONNOLLYWILLIAM BLACKWENYING YANGWEIHAO ZENGWALTER DAMIANITOMONOSUKE SAKAGUCHITHOMAS WILDETHOMAS MEIJERTHOMAS GOLDSMITHTHOMAS DOYLETHOMAS 
BARTHOLOMEUSZ

THIEN KIET NGUYTEGAN DOCKEARYTAJ CLAYTON

SOFIA FILIPETTOSIMEON GVOZDENACSHIYAO ZHAOSHIVAM KUMARSHEN HONG CHENSHADAE RUGEMASEAN HARRISSAMUEL HOBSONSAMANTHA BABICRITA OUMRILEY MAGRORICCARDO FREZZAREBECCA AVERRAYMOND STOCKDALE

RAYAN ZOABIRAN GURAKIA SHWARTZQUYNH ANH NGUYENPORTIA GALLAGHERPHUONG VY TRANPHOEBE GOLLOPPHILIPPA SCHULLERPATRICK STARCEVICHPATRICK MURPHYOLIVER MORSENICOLE JOHNSONNGOC PHUONG VY LENAYEON KIM

NANAKO PATKINMOLLY BAKERMOHAMED LABIBMITCHELL HALLMILLA HOWIEMIKAIL PIRMICHAEL WARRENMATTHEW MARSHMANMATTHEW DONOVANMATTHEW BYRNESMATTHEW ANDREADISMARC LE MIEREMAN ZHOUMAISIE MCINTOSH

MAGNUS BAINMADISON JACKSONMACARTHY YOUNGLUN AILUKE SHEEHANLUKAS ROBINSONLUCY ANDERSONLOUP TREGUERLINH GIANG NGUYENLIAM O’DRISCOLLLEIGH KISSASLEAH FOXKURTIS LANGEDERKATHRYN DIPLAROS

KATHLEEN CONSTANTIKATERINA 
PSEVDOIKONOMOU

KAI WALSHKAEDE ISHIIJUSTIN DARTJUN JIE NGJULIAN STIBBARDJOVAN KOTRUCJOSHUA MACKIEJOSEPH WILSONJORGIE ENTWISTLEJORDAN TREVENAJONAS ECCLESJIAZHENG OU

JIAXING WANGJIAWEI SUNJIAHE CHENJESSICA HARMERJESSICA FILIPOVICJESSICA BOWDENJENNIFER ROSSJASON FOOKSJAMES LAMBRISJAMES HUNTJAMES BINIJACKSON 
BARTHOLOMEUSZ

JACK HAGGARTYINDIA CALDER-LOWNDES

HUU ANH NGUYENHUGO GELAIHUDSON AGUSTINHSING-YEN CHENHOUXUAN ZHOUHOANG NGUYENHOANG KHANH NGUYENHOANG DANG KHOA VUHENRY WRIGHTHAYDEN ETHERTONHAOTIAN YINGFOTINI MALAKASIOTISERIN STIMSONERICA MAUALAIVAO

ELLIE KARAKATSANISELLA DURANTELENI LEGGASELEANOR LIMDEAN METTERDAVIN VINASDANZENGCAIZHEN 
DANZENGCAIZHEN

DANNY WALSH-LILLIEDANIEL VOLIKOVDANIEL O’KEEFFEDANIEL MILLSDANIEL LUCOOPER GOULDINGCLAUDIA BLAKELEY-BATTY

CHRISTIAN WILLIAMSCHLOE CLOUSTONCHARLEY CECALACATHERINE GREENCASEY O’KEEFECAMPBELL BENNETTCAMERON MORRISCAMERON HELDINGCALLUM REEDBRIGITTE AUGELLOBRIANNA L’HUILLIERBILLEY DURANTBILL SIMPSONBENJAMIN MASON

BENJAMIN MARRONBENJAMIN LILLEYBENJAMIN KAPLANBENJAMIN HOWE VBENEDICT TOMLINSONBA DUC NGUYENAXEL BLITZMANAUGUSTINE CONTOYANNISARIA CAMPISIAPOSTOLOS ANDRONISANURAG AMBEKARANNIE MOODYANDRE LANGTHALERANDRE FERNANDEZ

ANAKIN WILLIAMSAMBALI PILLAIALMA GOLDBERGALEXIS LEVYALEXANDRA DOUGLASALEXANDER ROSSIALEXANDER POTUCEKALESSIO MACALIAISHWARIYALAKSMI 
SUBRAMANIAN

AILAND DALYAEDAN GORDONADRIAN NAJDAADAM PECKADAM OR
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ZOE VELINGZACHARY BAHRAMISTRAVIS DANGSTORPTIMOTHY WALLACETHI TRINHTANIA VAIRAMUTTUSUZANNE LANESUSANNE BURKE

SUSAN GRAHAMSTEPHANIE SCHWARZMANSTACEY ALLENSONYA WALTERSOKRURM DRECHSLERSARAH BURLEYSAMANTHA REDMANSALVATORE GARGANOSALLY MCCARTHYRUPERT HUNTROSEMARIE CLARKSONROBERT TIMMER-ARENDSROBERT IVORYRICHARD MINACK

RICHARD IMPEYRENATO MALISANIREBECCA MCMAHONPRUDENCE SALMONPHOEBE LEWINPETER MANGOLDPAULA HOWARDPAUL VARNEYPAUL SINGHPAUL MCMURRAYPAUL DUNNPAUL ACKROYDPASQUALE GARGANOOLYMPIA ANGELIDIS

NYSSA BRADSWORTHNICOLA NICHOLASNICOLA ANDERSONNICK KARAILISNATHAN HUTCHINSNATASHA BURGESSNARELLE SMITHMIRSINA APOSTOLELLISMIRANDA MARRONMICHAEL LYONSMELISSA ANTONIUKMAUREEN PEARTMARYANNE MARRONMARY HORROCKS

MARGARET CARLSONMARC SINGSONMALI LEWISLYN KINGLYN I’ANSONLUKE BAHRAMISLISA DANNELINDSAY NASHLEISA HIGGINSLEIGH SANDERSKYLIE MAYERSKONSTANTINA 
APOSTOLELLIS

KAYE SENTRYKATIA TAKLA

KATE SMALLACOMBEKAREN KERNEYKAREN GIBSONKAREN BOYDKALLIOPI AZZOPARDIJUDITH HAWESJONATHAN BIRKINHEADJOHN FRAWLEYJOANNE BRADLEYJILLIAN O’NEILLJIABAO SUJESSICA LUONGJESSICA FISCHMANNJENNIFER MCBRIDE

JASMIN FORSTERJANIS RILEYJANINE MOWATJAN CHANJACK THOHOLLY BENEDETTIHELENA RIHAHEATHER CAMERONGAYLE WHITTAKERGARY AGGGARRY POLLARDFRIEDERICA GOLDISFOTINE MACRIDISFIONA CARROLL

FILIPINA PANOPIOERIN STODDARTEMMA HOLMESELLA BROUGHTON-
CUNNINGHAM

ELIZABETH HILLELIZABETH BOLTONEFFIE FRANGOULISDUSAN RADELJDIMITRA FLESSADESPINA SARIKIZISDENVER DE KRETSERDENIS OVERBERGDANIEL WARDDANIEL MOSS

DANIEL HOBSONCLAIRE MITCHELLCLAIRE ANDREWSCHRISTOPHER PACHERCHRISTOPHER HELMONDCHRISTINE VINCENTCHRISTIE SHAWCASEY STANDISHCAROLYN JOUBRANCAROLYN DUNNCAITLIN BEHRENDTBRYAN LYNCH-WELLSBRUCE SEAMERBRONWYN HART

BARBARA HOLLENSANTONIA DIMITROPOULOSANNA ANDREOUANGELIKA MELCHESANGELICA SCHROFFELANDREA MAYANAT KIVITI-MANORAMEDEO ASTORINOAMANDA HEBBARDALISIA SIMMONSALEX NAEFAIKO SANOADRIANNA WELNIAKADRIAN SPURR
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ISABELLE JOFFE 8D

Autographs
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